Mission and Values

Mission
In the spirit of the Sisters of Mercy, Mater Health Services offers compassionate service to the sick and needy, promotes an holistic approach to healthcare in response to changing community needs and fosters high standards in health-related education and research.

Following the example of Christ the healer, we commit ourselves to offering these services without discrimination.

Values
The Mater Values of Mercy, Dignity, Care, Commitment and Quality guide our interactions with those for whom we are privileged to provide care, our colleagues and the many people with whom we interact each day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mercy</th>
<th>the spirit of responding to one another</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dignity</td>
<td>the spirit of humanity, respecting the worth of each person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care</td>
<td>the spirit of compassion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>the spirit of integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>the spirit of professionalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mater acknowledges that our healthcare services are provided on traditional Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lands, and pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.
Introduction

Mater is committed to integrating health, education and research to support the provision of exceptional care.

Our commitment is underpinned by our continual pursuit of innovation—to discover, improve, adopt and adapt—to meet the needs of the community and uphold our commitment to God and humanity.

We do this in the Catholic tradition of Mercy for which Mater has been renowned for more than 108 years.

As we move into the future, we will continue to be guided by our Values of Mercy, Dignity, Commitment, Quality and Care, as we fulfil our Mission to care for all without discrimination.
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A message from Mater Health Services

The past 12 months have been challenging for Mater as we endured a period of significant transition and unprecedented change while simultaneously planning for our future to ensure the continued fulfilment of the Mater Mission.

It is our Mission—to provide compassionate care to those who need it most—and our continual pursuit of innovation—to discover, improve, adopt and adapt—which differentiates Mater as a leader in the fields of health, education and research.

Our other key difference? Our people. Whether at the bedside, laboratory, classroom or behind the scenes—the contributions of all Mater People support the continued delivery of exceptional care. It is our people—their friendliness, talent and compassion—which has always defined the quality of care synonymous with Mater, and is why our community trusts us to care for them during their most vulnerable moments.

It is this care which both reflects our heritage as an organisation founded by the Sisters of Mercy but also perpetuates the Mater Mission and Values into the future, ensuring our identity as a Catholic, Mission-driven organisation remains steadfast, even during those periods of change.

The most significant change of 2014 was the closure of Mater Children’s Hospital and transition of its services to the new government-owned and operated Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital; signalling the end of 83 years of community service.

Much has changed since Mater Children’s Hospital opened in 1931, however our commitment to meeting unmet community need remains as relevant today as it was when the Sisters of Mercy established a paediatric facility.

It is why Mater supported combining Royal Children’s Hospital and Mater Children’s Hospital in a single children’s facility. The benefits for children and families who regularly use tertiary paediatric services—to have specialists located within one facility in which clinicians, educators and researchers can work together collaboratively—was the best way of providing care to our children.

The transition was a period of great sadness for us all as we farewelled the hospital and the thousands of Mater People who transitioned to Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital or left Mater for other opportunities. Saying goodbye is never easy. However, we take pride as an organisation in our significant contribution to the building of quality paediatric care in Queensland during the past 83 years, and the knowledge that we have made the best decision for Queensland children.

As we look to our future, we can do so confidently knowing that we will continue to provide care through all stages of life across a broad range of clinical...
areas with a strong focus on cancer, neurosciences, women’s health and newborn services and the care of young adults and adolescents.

Mater Cancer Care Centre will expand its services, with plans to more closely integrate with allied health to continue to provide holistic services to all patients regardless of their level of health insurance cover, within a state-of-the-art facility.

We will take another step in the evolution of our neurosciences offering through the opening of the Mater Centre for Neurosciences, to be a world-class neurosciences centre which provides interdisciplinary care for patients from one location.

Mater Mothers’ Hospitals will continue to grow and deliver the highest standards of maternity and neonatal care. Specifically, Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane will implement innovative service options to reinforce its position as Queensland’s largest and most desired private maternity service.

We will continue to offer paediatric services for privately insured patients through Mater Children’s Private Brisbane and will enhance services for young people through Queensland’s first dedicated adolescent and young adult health service, Mater Young Adult Health Centre Brisbane.

Mater Education will continue to expand its range of specialist simulation-based courses for clinicians and learning opportunities for our community, improving health outcomes for patients and the broader population.

Mater Hospital Brisbane (formerly Mater Adult Hospital) will expand services across the most needed clinical disciplines, and our care beyond ‘Mater Hill’ will continue through the opening of Mater Private Hospital Springfield and progressing expansions to Mater Private Hospital Redland.

These add to the range of existing services we provide from a number of locations across South-East Queensland via our health centres, supporting services such as Mater Pharmacy and Mater Pathology, and partnerships with other organisations to effectively meet community need.

We will continue to strive for the integration of health, education and research for a healthy community while upholding our Mission to provide compassionate care to those who need it most.

Dr John O’Donnell
Chief Executive Officer, Mater Health Services

Mr Brian Flannery
Chairman, Mater Health Services Board
A message from Mater Education

In 2014 Mater Education worked alongside and within Mater Health Services to continue to provide education and practice development programs to support and develop Mater’s exceptional people. We, too, farewelled a team of talented staff during the closure of Mater Children’s Hospital and transition to Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital, though we are buoyed by the knowledge that those educators will continue to support and develop the workforce caring for Queensland’s children.

We were privileged to congratulate 93 Diploma of Nursing graduands in 2014 as they prepared to take the next step in their healthcare careers, and welcomed two new cohorts of students to our unique diploma program. We are hopeful that some of these students will potentially return to Mater in the future to pursue further study in one of the many healthcare professions which will be located within the world-class clinical school opening in 2016 in the refurbished Whitty Building.

As a nationally accredited, independent, hospital-based Registered Training Organisation developing and delivering courses within a world-class medical simulation facility, Mater Education has valuable expertise and learnings we endeavour to share across the broader health and education communities. Last year several of our team were invited to share their knowledge and expertise at national and international conferences.

One of our greatest achievements of 2014 was becoming an Affiliate Partner of the internationally renowned Center for Medical Simulation in Boston. As one of only four affiliate partners world-wide, Mater Education and our alumni have an exclusive level of access to the resources, skills, advice and experience of a team of Harvard Medical School faculty who are international leaders in the field of simulation.

As we look to the future we will continue to expand our simulation facility, faculty and program development. In 2015 we will establish our first Simulation Fellowships, building a team of highly qualified practicing clinicians who will develop and deliver specialist courses. Simulation enables clinicians to not only learn, practice and reinforce skills, but to challenge and improve processes, enhance teamwork and inter-professional collaboration in a safe environment. It equips and empowers exceptional people to improve the delivery of healthcare to patients and improve health outcomes for the community.

We will also continue to strengthen our partnerships and collaboration with Mater Health Services and Mater Research to ensure Mater patients, and our community more broadly, achieve better health outcomes.

In 2015, in response to community health education needs, we will deliver the first Mater Mothers’ first aid for babies course. Developed in partnership with Mater Mothers’ Hospitals, Mater Children’s Hospital emergency clinicians and Mater Children’s Private Brisbane, the course will equip parents with the confidence and skills to care for their baby should they face an emergency.

Committed to the highest standard of inter-professional healthcare training and education, Mater Education will continue to develop and deliver courses, from entry level through to advanced clinical specialties, onsite and integrated within Mater’s hospital and healthcare services. Working collaboratively with Mater Health Services and Mater Research, we will continue to strive to fulfil Mater’s Mission and improve community health outcomes.

Donna Bonney
Chief Executive Officer,
Mater Education Limited

John Reynolds
Chairman,
Mater Education Limited Board
A message from Mater Research

This year marked 15 years since Mater Research was officially opened in 1999. Establishing a medical research institute on ‘Mater Hill’ was a long-term goal of the Sisters of Mercy and the Mater Health Services Board and it is wonderful to reflect on the significant advances that have occurred over that time. Mater Research commenced operation with 10 staff and has grown into an internationally competitive institute with more than 300 research staff, postgraduate students and honorary clinical researchers.

Another indication of our growth is our 2014 National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) grant results. We secured more than $5 million in NHMRC funding in 2014. While most research institutes in Australia expect about 15 per cent of their funding applications to be approved, we secured 30 per cent of the grants for which we applied. These grants will have a direct impact on our work and fund a broad range of important projects including investigating new treatments for diabetes, cancer stem cell regulation and investigating T-cell vaccines for cancer.

Last year was also a strong year for the organisation in terms of sharing research, with 264 Mater Research publications featured in national and international health literature.

What sets our research apart is our ability to translate laboratory research into better care in hospital. In 2014 we introduced an additional avenue to improve evidence-based clinical practice—the Betty McGrath Fellowship Scheme. Funded by Mater Foundation, the long-term objectives of the Fellowship are to enhance the culture within Mater by allowing greater participation by clinical staff in research activities. Eight recipients in clinical settings were awarded the first Fellowships to pursue clinical research in pathology, gastroenterology, obstetrics and gynaecology, respiratory medicine and occupational therapy.

We worked to attract high performing research higher degree students to Mater Research in 2014 and we now have more than 70 students undertaking a PhD or Honours programs.

Mater Research also invited high school students from All Hallows’ School and Somerville House to undertake short projects with Mater’s leading research teams. The students contributed to real life medical research, interpreted their own results and articulated their findings. We are privileged to foster these connections.

From a strategic perspective, this year we welcomed Professor Melissa Brown, Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at The University of Queensland and Terry Crawford to the Mater Research Board. We are grateful for the expertise and integrity they bring to the management of our organisation.

Last year we formalised a long-standing relationship with The University of Queensland to form the Mater Research Institute – The University of Queensland (MRI-UQ) alliance. We once again enjoyed working closely with The University of Queensland to gain the benefits of collaboration across research, teaching and clinical care.

We appreciate the significant support we received from Mater Foundation to fund important research activities during the year. We thank Mater Foundation for their continued support and to the donors whose generous contributions make an incredible difference to research and healthcare.

Professor John Prins
Chief Executive Officer/Director,
Mater Research

Mr Jim Walker AM
Chairman,
Mater Research Board
We are often asked “Where does philanthropy fit in at Mater?”

The short answer is it is part of who we are. If it wasn’t for generous community support more than a century ago, the Sisters of Mercy would not have been able to establish Mater. Philanthropy enables Mater to extend the notion of being renowned as a leader in the areas of health, education and research. Our growing research programs are sustained by community support, and this plays an increasing role in attracting the most talented clinicians and researchers to Mater. This year, Mater Foundation increased its commitment to research, as part of our commitment to the provision of compassionate care.

A common misconception about philanthropy is that it is the domain of only the wealthy. On the contrary, we believe anyone who gives because of their care for community could be called a philanthropist. There is no limit to the spirit of generosity which can be viewed from many perspectives, from the level of sacrifice in giving to the amount donated.

This year we recognised five long-term Mater supporters for their contribution to our Mater Little Miracles Appeal. These volunteers have served Mater in various capacities for a combined 77 years and their collective gift of time has done immeasurable good.

This is also true of those who give up precious hours to participate in programs such as Mater chicks in pink, Smiling for Smiddy, Climb for Cancer and River to Rooftop. These inspiring volunteers put their heart and soul into fundraising for Mater.

In 2014, Mater chicks in pink launched two new fundraising programs—RACQ Insurance International Women’s Day Fun Run (gifted to us from Brisbane Road Runners) and Bust a Move. While the Fun Run is an iconic Brisbane event, Bust a Move is something altogether new in this country—a six-hour fitness extravaganza!

Gifts through bequest are another continuing feature of the Mater philanthropic story and the creation of the Mater Future Fund—an endowment fund that enables donations to provide ongoing benefit—adds another chapter to this story. Ted Pratt, a long-term friend of Mater, gifted Mater his estate when he passed away in 2013. The Ted Pratt fund was established in his honour and is now a part of the Mater Future Fund. Ted’s significant gift will be carefully managed and maximised to have the greatest impact for decades to come.

The importance of having such a diverse portfolio of fundraising programs is that Mater Foundation can engage with all walks of the community, fostering a connection with Mater and serving the Mater Mission in a number of ways.

Connecting our donors is a joy and a privilege. No matter how they reach us, funds raised translate directly into support of medical research and clinical care that impact on people’s lives. We continue to be humbled by the generosity of our community.

In the 2013/14 financial year, Mater Foundation recorded a surplus of $22 308 235 and distributed $7 686 726 in grants to Mater.

We extend our sincere appreciation to our extensive community of supporters for the continued trust and confidence that is placed in Mater through philanthropy.

Mr Nigel Harris
Chief Executive Officer,
Mater Foundation

Mr Phil Hennessy
Chairman,
Mater Foundation Board
Mater Health Services has gone through various changes during the past year. This is not unusual—to grow is to change—and Mater’s outreach in support of healthy communities continues to expand.

One of last year’s more significant changes was the closure of Mater Children’s Hospital and the transfer of patients and services to the new Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital. Mater managed this change exceptionally well, and all Mater People should be proud of their contributions during this transition.

From the outset of this process, in addition to managing the transfer, Mater simultaneously spent time considering what new services would be required by the community, and how to continue to help meet this need in the great Mercy tradition. The result of this process—a number of new services—are outlined in more detail within this publication.

Mater has changed its leaves from time to time, and added new leaves, but the roots remain stable, firmly embedded in the great tradition of the Sisters of Mercy in their reaching out compassionately to those in need.

Mercy Partners, itself subject to the change process, is committed to supporting the continuance of this great tradition.

Dr Ray Campbell
Chair,
Mercy Partners Council
Planning for our future

Our vision
In the Mercy tradition, Mater will be renowned as a leader in the delivery of exceptional healthcare and experienced by all as a community of compassion.

Our strategy
At Mater, we understand that achieving, and sustaining, our goal of building healthy communities requires the successful integration of health, education and research.

As our capacity as an organisation to genuinely influence health outcomes increases, our service model adapts accordingly to both incorporate and enhance contemporary practice.

Underpinned by our Mission and Values, our strategic plan is heavily focused on not only the integration of health, education and research, but consistent excellence and continuous improvement across each field.

Our high level strategic goals
At Mater, we consistently strive to represent the values of an authentic and committed Catholic organisation. We engage our exceptional team of Mater People to embrace the Mater culture and deliver services which align our Values with defined community need. As an extension of our internal culture and tangible connection to our Mission, we strive to attain the following goals:

- put the patient first
- ensure ongoing financial sustainability
- be responsive to the changing healthcare needs of our community.

Meet community needs:

Deliver services in the most appropriate setting for patients

Actively identify and strategically respond to unmet health needs

Partner strategically to promote healthy communities
Health:
ongoing provision and expansion of our core healthcare services to build closer connections with our community, to promote wellness and healing.

Education:
organisation-wide integration of teaching and learning, with an inter-professional focus and approach to improve health education and clinical outcomes for all.

Research:
conducting research consistent with, and supportive of, our core healthcare services and partnering to share our research outcomes for the benefit of the community.

Provide safe, quality healthcare that meets our patients’ needs:
Be the safest health service in Australia
Deliver all services with compassion
Deliver excellent health outcomes
Develop recognised centres of excellence

Deliver operational efficiency:
Ensure patients don’t wait for service
Use quality information to make better decisions
Be responsible stewards

Our strategy and vision is underpinned by our exceptional Mater People.
The highlight reel

In 2014, Mater ...

- began refurbishing the Whitty Building to create a world-class clinical school for medical, nursing and midwifery and allied health students, in partnership with The University of Queensland
  
- formalised an affiliate partnership between Mater Education and the internationally renowned Harvard Center for Medical Simulation (CMS) in Boston
  
- renamed three key buildings across the South Brisbane campus to both reflect our heritage as a Sisters of Mercy founded organisation and the geographical expansion of our services
  
- commenced construction of Stage One Mater Private Hospital Springfield, continuing the expansion of our services beyond ‘Mater Hill’ to meet the needs of the wider South East Queensland region
  
- farewelled Mater Children’s Hospital, honouring more than 83 years of exceptional service to the children of Queensland
welcomed more than 10,000 babies into the world

secured more than $5 million in National Health and Medical Research Council funding for Mater Research projects which will commence in 2015

expanded the ways in which we continue to meet community need by planning for new services (Mater Young Adult Health Centre Brisbane, Mater Centre for Neurosciences and Mater Children’s Private Brisbane) and expansion of Mater Hospital Brisbane

celebrated 25 years of community support via Mater Foundation

contributed to the provision of care to one of Brisbane’s most vulnerable populations, and more than $6 million in healthcare savings through the Homeless to Healthcare After-Hours Service partnership with other health and social support agencies.

$5m
Expanding our services ... for a healthy community
By continuing to expand the services we offer both on ‘Mater Hill’ and beyond, Mater reinforced its commitment to meeting the needs of the growing South-East Queensland community.
Brookwater

Mater Health Centre Brookwater—Mater’s first service within the western Brisbane region—celebrated a year of providing care to the local community in 2014.

Established in early 2013, the centre comprises a number of specialists in areas including neurosurgery, cardiology, urology, obstetrics and gastroenterology, a Mater Pharmacy and Mater Pathology and a range of other supporting services.

While the first service offered in this region, the centre was the third established by Mater (following Mater Health Centres Redland and Hope Island) after the local community was identified as being in need of allied health and specialist health services both now and in the future.

Springfield

In April 2014, construction commenced on Stage One of Mater Private Hospital Springfield, an $85 million, 80-bed private hospital and cancer care centre. When it opens at the end of 2015, the hospital will care for the local community, supporting Mater’s Mission to meet unmet need.

An agreement with the Queensland Government will see 4800 public patients from the West Moreton-Oxley and Metro South Hospital and Health Services catchment cared for at Mater Private Hospital Springfield each year.

Mater has a master plan for the hospital precinct within Health City Springfield Central, which incorporates a number of expansion stages to continue to meet the demands of the region into the future. Stage One will provide a range of medical and surgical services as well as a combination of inpatient, medical, day and chemotherapy beds to be supported by $21.4 million in Australian Government funding.
In 2014, Mater experienced a year of both transition and expansion to ensure our ability to meet the needs of the community into the future.

**Redland**

A **$38.4 million** project to expand Mater Private Hospital Redland by **37** inpatient beds and three surgical theatres was announced in late 2014.

The project, scheduled to commence during mid-2015, will ensure Mater continues to meet the growing demand for private health services in the Redland Bay region and see the growth of orthopaedic surgery, rehabilitation, respiratory medicine and urology in addition to day case maxillofacial surgery, oncology, ophthalmology and plastic and reconstructive surgery.

The expansion will also include a dedicated space for cancer care patients and the refurbishment and growth of waiting areas, recovery spaces and the main entrance foyer.

It is anticipated that the expansion, due for completion at the end of 2016, will allow an additional **3000** operations in the first year.
The changing face of ‘Mater Hill’

In 2014, Mater announced a number of new services to be launched on ‘Mater Hill’, as well as considerable expansion of existing services. These changes will ensure Mater continues to provide high quality tertiary services on ‘Mater Hill’ for the years to come.

Mater Children’s Private Brisbane

Mater Children’s Private Brisbane began as a new stand-alone service operating in its own right on 29 November 2014, following the transition of government-funded paediatric services to Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital.

Mater Children’s Private Brisbane is Queensland’s only private paediatric hospital to provide level 5 surgical and level 4 medical services for paediatrics under the Clinical Services Capability Framework.

In 2015, a fully refurbished Mater Children’s Private Brisbane will open to meet the needs of Queensland children and their families.

Mater Young Adult Health Centre Brisbane

As part of Mater’s broader commitment to provide comprehensive care which meets the needs of young adults, the Mater Young Adult Health Centre Brisbane will offer a dedicated healthcare environment specifically designed for patients predominantly aged between 16 and 25 years.

Featuring innovative service models focused on the patient’s primary condition as well as the associated impacts on adolescent social, emotional, and educational development, the service will help patients and their families through transition from paediatric services into care during the young adult period and subsequent transition to adult services. The centre will comprise an Emotional Health Unit (the only private service of its kind within Queensland), as well as inpatient and outpatient services.
Mater Hospital Brisbane

Mater Hospital Brisbane has been delivering compassionate care to the community of Brisbane since 1911. This commitment continues today with the planned expansion of government-funded adult health services including gastroenterology, orthopaedics, general medicine, general surgery, respiratory services and urology. Increased activity is due to commence in 2015 as additional theatres become available.

Mater Centre for Neurosciences

Mater’s proud neurosciences history began in 1954 with the formation of Queensland’s first neurosurgery department with Dr Peter Landy as physician and Dr Geoff Toakley as neurosurgeon.

Mater’s commitment to neurosurgery is still evident today through our adoption of state-of-the-art technology and clinical practices, and this commitment will continue to grow with the opening of the Mater Centre for Neurosciences in 2015.

Located within the Salmon Building, the centre will provide services for adults, adolescents, and young adults seeking specialised care for neurosurgery, spinal surgery, neurology and epilepsy.

The centre will be the first ‘Neuroscience Centre of Excellence’ within Queensland and one of only a few in Australia.

Mater Pathology

The Mater Pathology Redevelopment Project commenced in 2014. The works involve refurbishing areas within level 3, Duncombe Building to allow for the relocation of the Anatomic Pathology and Cytogenetics Departments from Mater Hospital Brisbane. The works will also involve changes within levels 6 and 7, Mater Hospital Brisbane to both refurbish areas and create a new office for the Mater Pathology administration team.

The Mater Centre for Neurosciences will provide the first dedicated unit in Queensland for epilepsy patients who require diagnostic procedures, monitoring, case conferences and surgery. The new service will provide comprehensive support for Queenslanders affected by epilepsy. Mater’s advanced epilepsy service will specialise in the management of patients with the most complex cases who will be referred by general neurologists throughout the state.

Mater Hospital Brisbane

Mater’s proud neurosciences history began in 1954 with the formation of Queensland’s first neurosurgery department with Dr Peter Landy as physician and Dr Geoff Toakley as neurosurgeon.

Mater’s commitment to neurosurgery is still evident today through our adoption of state-of-the-art technology and clinical practices, and this commitment will continue to grow with the opening of the Mater Centre for Neurosciences in 2015.

Located within the Salmon Building, the centre will provide services for adults, adolescents, and young adults seeking specialised care for neurosurgery, spinal surgery, neurology and epilepsy.

The centre will be the first ‘Neuroscience Centre of Excellence’ within Queensland and one of only a few in Australia.
Almost 350 families at Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane accessed the complimentary priority parking services provided by Mater volunteers during 2014. The service assists families on their day of discharge by having their vehicle ready near the entrance of the hospital for their departure.

It is an extension of the existing concierge service Mater Volunteers provide—assisting new parents with luggage and flowers, escorting visitors, and taking family photos—all of which support the provision of exceptional care for our patients.

Keeping people connected

The provision of free Wi-Fi was one way Mater reinforced its commitment to provide a comprehensive range of services to meet the evolving needs of our community. The service is now available to Mater patients and visitors across a number of areas within the South Brisbane campus (an extension to Wi-Fi offered to inpatients).

Smooth arrival

Almost 350 families at Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane accessed the complimentary priority parking services provided by Mater volunteers during 2014. The service assists families on their day of discharge by having their vehicle ready near the entrance of the hospital for their departure.

It is an extension of the existing concierge service Mater Volunteers provide—assisting new parents with luggage and flowers, escorting visitors, and taking family photos—all of which support the provision of exceptional care for our patients.

Staying on track

Women birthing at Mater Mothers now have access to the Mater Personalised Pregnancy Weight Tracker© to support healthy weight gain during pregnancy. Gaining either too much or too little weight during pregnancy can potentially impact both mother and baby. This evidence-based resource, developed by Mater dietitians, allows women to track their weight gain against international and Australian guidelines based on their individual circumstances. The weight tracker also supports healthcare professionals in the provision of tailored care for women during pregnancy.
Mater’s maternity and baby care range, developed by Mater Midwives + Mums, continued to expand in 2014 with the launch of Mater Nappies.

With five sizes to suit growing babies up to toddler age, Mater Nappies complement the existing product range—Mater Baby Wash, Mater Baby Moisturiser and Mater Body Balm for Pregnancy. Additional products will be launched in 2015.

Award winning!

The first product from the range—Mater Body Balm for pregnancy—was awarded the bronze award in the 2014 My Child Excellence Awards. The awards ask Australian and New Zealand mums to vote on a range of products, and our body balm won bronze in the ‘Favourite Mum’s Product’ category.

More than 3000 Midwives + Mums helped create our Mater Products. They were involved in every step of product research and development.

In 2014, more than 30 000 sample product packs were sent to external stakeholders—that’s an average of more than 82 packs each day!

The Mater Products retail partners network expanded significantly in 2014 to include more than 180 pharmacies and more than 200 IGA and Supa IGA supermarkets.
After being highly commended at the Annual Australian Council on Healthcare Standards (ACHS) Quality Improvement Awards, the use of Mater Education’s Student Placement Online Tool (SPOT) has expanded to include several external healthcare clients.

Spot is a web-based solution for managing and coordinating students and clinical placements. More than 2000 students used SPOT in 2014, with the reporting functionality of the program featured nationally in *The Australian*.

**Managing our documents**

Mater launched a new Document Management Framework in 2014, to effectively house all of Mater’s key corporate documents such as policies, procedures, guidelines, work instructions, clinical care paths and clinical forms.

Effectively housing all key documents in one, integrated system, further strengthens Mater’s ability to deliver safe, exceptional care to our community.
The transformation of one of Mater’s heritage-listed buildings commenced in 2014, following the announcement of an Australian-first collaboration between Mater and The University of Queensland.

The alliance will see the Whitty Building (originally Mater Public Hospital) converted into a world-class education centre, which will include training facilities and a clinical school for medical, nursing and midwifery and allied health students.

Building on a long-standing relationship between Mater and The University of Queensland, the agreement supports the development of a unique and outstanding clinical teaching environment which will allow students to experience the best of theory and practice in a tertiary teaching hospital.

As part of its transformation, the Whitty Building will be given an external facelift to update its façade, while staying true to its heritage value. The main entry will be upgraded, a new annex constructed between two of the current wings and landscaping undertaken within the surrounding area.

Preparatory works commenced in 2014, setting the platform for construction in 2015.

The alliance is one way Mater is achieving its goal of safer, optimal patient outcomes through inter-professional education and practice.
Mater’s online environment continued to expand in 2014, as we engaged with our consumers across a variety of platforms, including via our websites. Here’s how we reached our audience in 2014.

Our top five most popular websites (unique visitors):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Visitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matermothers.org.au</td>
<td>119,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mater.org.au</td>
<td>356,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materfoundation.org.au</td>
<td>44,727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brochures.mater.org.au</td>
<td>598,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research.mater.org.au</td>
<td>23,233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That’s **1,189,000** unique visitors to these websites in 2014 ... or **3,257** new visitors every day.

How are people accessing our sites?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>40.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>59.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When are our users online?

Across our top five sites, we had the most visitors at 11 am and 2 pm and the most popular days of the week were Tuesday and Wednesday.
11,768 people provided feedback. That’s an average of 980 per month.

83 per cent positive feedback. That’s 9,590 people.

718,598 visits to the brochures website by 598,276 visitors resulting in 909,294 page views.

Audience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>(45.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>(24.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>(8.91%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>(4.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>(3.05%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Partnerships for a healthy community
Through partnerships with other healthcare providers, research institutes, tertiary education providers and community organisations, Mater continues to integrate health, education and research for a healthy community.
Caring for one of Brisbane’s most vulnerable populations

Homeless to Home Healthcare

The benefits of *Homeless to Home Healthcare After-Hours Service*—a partnership between Mater and other health and social support agencies—were highlighted at a special forum Mater hosted in April 2014.

The service—a partnership between Mater, Micah Projects, St Vincent’s Private Hospital Brisbane, then Medicare Local Greater Metro South Brisbane and Medicare Local Metro North Brisbane—integrates nurses with outreach teams to provide healthcare to homeless and vulnerably housed individuals across Brisbane city, while also supporting them to end their homelessness.

Professor Luke Connelly from The University of Queensland presented an economic evaluation of the service, which was established in 2012, to more than 100 people at the forum.

Key findings

The partnership has helped more than 225 people move from homelessness to permanent housing since its inception.

- Inpatient hospital admissions from this population decreased by 37 per cent.
- Visits to emergency departments decreased by 24 per cent as a result of healthcare provided through the service.
- The overall saving to the Queensland health system resulting from this initiative was estimated at more than $6 million per annum, compared to a cost of $503 000 to deliver the service.
People who experience homelessness in Brisbane have done so on average for six years, and of this population:

- 30 per cent had a brain injury or a history of head trauma
- 7 per cent have cancer
- 67 per cent have a serious health condition
- 19 per cent have heart disease or arrhythmia
- 38 per cent are tri-morbid, with a co-occurring psychiatric and substance abuse disorder coupled with a chronic physical health condition*.

*data courtesy of 500 homes 500 lives

500 lives. 500 homes.

Following the success of the 50 Lives 50 Homes campaign to house and support Brisbane’s homeless population, Mater has once again collaborated with a number of agencies for the 500 Lives 500 Homes initiative.

Drawing on internal research, the initiative is an ongoing campaign to break the cycle of homelessness for families, young people and adults across Brisbane and involves a number of government, community and business agencies.

The program promotes linking people with affordable housing, healthcare and community services to improve their quality of life.
Supporting the simulation
Mater volunteers supported the provision of simulation-based training in 2014, acting as patients, relatives or support people to enhance programs provided by Mater Education.

Key objectives of the Affiliation
- Obtaining international simulation accreditation
- Collaborating on new curricula and programs
- Developing high-performing inter-professional teams
- Using simulation to positively impact patient safety outcomes via education, training and integration of organisational systems

Stimulating simulation
Mater Education proudly hosted the simulation-based Training in Professional Skills—a program developed and delivered by the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons—in 2014. Incorporating a number of simulation methodologies, participants travelled from across Australia to attend the training, which Mater Education will host again in 2015.

Following a number of successful collaborations, Mater Education and the internationally renowned Center for Medical Simulation in Boston signed an Affiliate Agreement in 2014, formalising a long-standing working relationship.

Mater Education has successfully hosted the Center for Medical Simulation’s highly regarded simulation instructor training program—Simulation as a Teaching Tool—since 2013.

The Center for Medical Simulation has shared faculty and governance through the Board of Trustees with Harvard University Medical School, and as an Affiliate, Mater Education now has unique access to a team of international leaders in the field of simulation.

The Affiliation will assist Mater Education in developing further as an outstanding educational enterprise across Queensland and Australia.

The number of presentations delivered by Mater Education representatives at the Simulation Australia 2014 Sim-Health Conference. The presentations showcased Mater Education’s leading work in health service-based simulation.

The number of hours the 2225 simulation-based program participants spent in training during 2014.

Mater Education formalises partnership with Center for Medical Simulation
Collaborating to improve outcomes for cancer patients

Free programs for women affected by breast cancer

Mater chicks in pink and Mater Private Breast Cancer Centre Brisbane and Redland began offering a newly developed range of free programs to help women affected by cancer by introducing coping strategies and building resilience.

Incorporating physical rehabilitation, motivation and lifestyle management, a mothers’ group and a support and self-care program, the sessions cover a broad range of topics to assist through various stages of cancer.

Prostate cancer research boosted

Mater Research programs into prostate cancer received a corporate boost of $55,000 from Honda Power Equipment in 2014, courtesy of a donation to Mater Foundation.

Ten4Men—a fundraising campaign founded by Honda Power Equipment dealer Brian Williams in partnership with Mater Foundation—raises money for prostate cancer research.

Mater Research Associate Professor John Hooper and his team of researchers are working hard to improve the lives of men diagnosed with the disease and have discovered a cell receptor which appears to be able to be blocked to reduce the growth of tumours in the bone.

“The support of donors is absolutely essential to take this new prostate cancer discovery forward,” Associate Professor Hooper said.

Alliance to bring leading cancer therapy to Australia

An Alliance between Mater and Proton Therapy Australia to build Australia’s first proton therapy facility means that Australian cancer patients are a step closer to receiving life-changing treatment in Australia. Currently, Australians must travel abroad to receive proton therapy, which delivers radiation directly, painlessly and deeply into tumours, minimising injury to surrounding healthy tissue. Proton therapy is vitally important in the treatment of certain cancers in children, tumours of the eye and base of skull, and is becoming the treatment of choice for a number of other cancers. The therapy facility will be co-located with Mater and the first patient treatment is anticipated in 2017.

Climb for Cancer

A team of Mater Researchers climbed 37 flights of stairs to help raise funds for cancer research at Mater in 2014. The beneficiary of funds raised via the event, Climb for Cancer contributed more than $210,000 to Mater Research.
Hitting the right notes

The miracle of Christmas

One of Brisbane's favourite Christmas traditions was made even more special in 2014, with proceeds from the IGA Lord Mayor’s Christmas Carols supporting Mater Little Miracles.

The event, held at Brisbane Riverstage in December, featured a number of Australia’s most renowned performers and attracted thousands of people.

By supporting Mater Little Miracles, the event helps contribute to the specialist life-saving care Mater Mothers’ Hospitals provides to seriously ill and premature babies.

Sing for health

More than 30 Mater staff, patients and volunteers collaborated to form the ‘Sing for Health’ choir in 2014.

Many of the patients involved experienced a number of health issues including stuttering, hearing impairment and stroke.

Research indicates that group singing can positively impact health, and the choir allowed participants to not only release any stress, but brought together those with a love of singing and music on a common ground.

After a successful first performance at Mater Mothers’ Hospital in April, the group returned in December as part of a festive ‘Music in the Mothers’ program which comprised a number of special performances for staff and patients in the lead up to Christmas.

Mater Products available in IGA

Mater's long-standing partnership with IGA was strengthened in 2014 as Mater’s range of maternity and baby care products became available for purchase from selected IGA and Supa IGA stores throughout Queensland and northern New South Wales.

IGA has supported Mater Little Miracles for more than a decade, contributing more than $2 million to support the provision of exceptional care to mothers, babies and children at Mater.

With proceeds from our Mater products’ range supporting Mater Little Miracles, this partnership also supports research and clinical care, helping mothers and babies Australia wide.
Golden Casket donation supports Mater Research projects

Golden Casket, a long-term Mater supporter, donated $500 000 to Mater Foundation in early 2014 to support a number of research projects, including a trial investigating whether the use of alternative natural therapies can help women fall, and stay, pregnant.

Pay
Mater Foundation

The sum of
Five hundred thousand dollars

Golden Casket has supported Mater since 1921, contributing to the ongoing provision of exceptional care to millions of Queenslanders.

Fostering the next generation of researchers

Mater Researchers collaborated with All Hallows’ School and Somerville House students to complete short projects, to allow the students to contribute to real life medical research.

Students looked at bone and repair research, diabetes and obesity, ovarian cancer, stem cell research and healthy development of babies, before presenting to teachers, parents and researchers at Mater’s state-of-the-art laboratories at the Translational Research Institute.

The project fosters the next generation of medical research and strengthens the relationship between Mater and both schools.
Engaging with our community

Mater is committed to engaging with our consumers to support the successful integration of health, education and research for a healthy community.

We continue to strengthen partnerships with consumers across our organisation to allow the perspectives of our patients, their families and carers to contribute directly into the planning, delivery and evaluation of exceptional care. These partnerships are also critical to empowering patients in the management of their own health and support our continual goal to deliver the safest and best possible care to all.

Here’s a snapshot of how we engaged with our consumers in 2014:

Against all odds

After surviving streptococcal toxic shock, and waking to find his limbs had been amputated, Mater patient Matthew Ames began a long rehabilitation process at Mater Private Hospital Annerley Road. He and his family captured the hearts of Australians with his resilience, positivity and determination following his illness. Matthew’s wife, Diane, presents to Mater People about the importance of family and the exceptional support their family received at Mater, providing an insight into the impact of truly listening to our patients during their time of need.

High tea

On Friday 9 May, more than 160 Mater mums—and their babies—filled the Sky Room at Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre for a pre-Mother’s Day high tea. The event allowed mums to engage with their peers, and to meet and ask questions of Mater Mothers’ midwives and lactation consultants. It also provided an opportunity to thank our Mater mums for their contribution and growth of Mater’s Mothers’ Group.

During 2014, Mater’s Mothers’ Group expanded from 109 to 894 members.

World Breastfeeding Week

Each year, Mater Mothers celebrates World Breastfeeding Week to highlight the importance of promoting and supporting breastfeeding.

As an extension of the care we provide women and their families, Mater Mothers hosted a special web chat with members of Mater’s Mothers’ Group, providing mothers a chance to ask questions of our midwives, and engage with other mothers.

The feedback Mater receives from mothers helps improve the services offered to women before and during pregnancy, and after the birth of their baby.
Since becoming quadriplegic after an accident at age 17, Kieron D’Netto has become one of Mater’s most inspirational consumer representatives. Providing a unique perspective on life as a quadriplegic and the impact of care on individuals and carers, Keiron has contributed to nursing education and presented at several events highlighting the value of Mater nurses and their positive impact on his patient experience.

Patient Safety Committee

Paul Smith joined Mater’s Patient Safety Committee as a consumer representative in 2014, with a committed vision to positively impact patient safety, and the overall patient experience. Paul brings a wealth of personal experience, contributing to the consumer and community engagement strategy.

The importance of the relationship between a nurse and patient is highlighted by Mater patient representative Gen O’Regan to our Diploma of Nursing students. Gen has many years of experience as a patient, and aims to keep the patient perspective at the centre of a student’s learning journey, presenting to groups during their first semester of study.

Mater Education Diploma of Nursing

The importance of our nurses

Mater Young Adult Health Service

A youth advisory service group comprising 15 young people who are either former Mater patients, or who will potentially access the Mater Young Adult Health Service have helped shape the service from the early stages of its development.

The group, formed in August 2014, provides representation and a consumer voice across a number of health sectors and from the perspective of various health conditions. A broad range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds are also represented within the group, who have been consulted on a number of aspects of service design.
**SafeQuest: for a safer Mater community**

**SafeQuest** is a combination of safety initiatives, risk management strategies and communication programs designed to address priority issues and build on the culture of safety across the entire Mater community. It involves collaborating with our patients to create the safest possible Mater community.

**SafeQuest initiatives**
- Hand Hygiene
- Medication Safety
- Falls Prevention
- Clinical Handover
- Pressure Injury Prevention
- Recognition and Response to Deteriorating Patients
- Venous Thromboembolism Prevention
- Blood and Blood Transfusion Safety
- Patient Identification and Procedure Matching

These initiatives are underpinned by an organisation-wide commitment to **SafeQuest** and all have unique targets and goals which contribute to Mater’s continuous improvement.

**Sharing our safety results**
Mater’s **SafeQuest** website allows our community to view safety and quality performance data from all our hospitals across a range of key measures including infection control, falls prevention, medication management and emergency care.

Mater is only the second private hospital within Australia to broadly publish its safety data. This commitment to safety is a reflection of our Mission to provide the highest standard of care, always look for better ways to deliver this care, and live up to our Values of Mercy, Dignity, Care, Commitment and Quality.

**Be a hero: get vaccinated!**
Thank you to all Mater People who were heroes in 2014! Thousands of free vaccinations were provided to Mater staff, students and volunteers as part of our 2014 ‘flu’ vaccination campaign.
Hand Hygiene stars ★

Hand Hygiene is one of SafeQuest’s key safety and quality programs; and is a vitally important practice in the reducing the spread of infections.

Mater’s infection control team undertake more than 4000 observations each month across all Mater hospitals to measure hand hygiene compliance.

Mater People continually exceed the national target of 70 per cent compliance set by the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care.

Mater Hospital Brisbane’s Coronary Care Unit team have been a constant Hand Hygiene Star Performer, consistently achieving above 80 per cent compliance, and even reaching a record 98 per cent compliance. Well done!

From the top

SafeQuest began when CEO, Mater Health Services Dr John O’Donnell and Mater’s Board challenged all Mater People to commit to developing a safety culture which pervades the entire organisation and provides a safe environment for all.

Whether you are a visitor, a patient, a staff member or volunteer, you can influence the way we do things at Mater, and we welcome your commitment to SafeQuest.

“Everybody at Mater—patients, staff and visitors—is important in helping us to identify ways to improve our systems and provide safer care for our community. Safety is everybody’s job”

Dr John O’Donnell

To the core

The six core features which underpin SafeQuest:

1. Safety culture
2. Accountability and leadership
3. High reliability
4. Safety learning
5. Measurement
6. Patient involvement

ROLL UP YOUR SLEEVES!

A key clinical safety and quality initiative, Mater’s Patient Blood Management Program, has:

- minimised waste associated with blood transfusions
- improved guidelines
- reduced the cost associated with blood transfusions
- resulted in the more efficient collection and use of blood, supporting the provision of patient care.
Celebrating cultural diversity

Mater provides interpreting services to 25,000 patients each year for the five per cent of all patients whose first language is not English. One such patient is Yinguang Zhang, diagnosed with ovarian cancer 13 years ago in her homeland of China. After moving to Brisbane with her husband 18 months ago to be closer to their only daughter, Mrs Zhang was nervous about managing her condition in Australia.

“The first time I came to Mater for my appointment I was treated with respect and made to feel at home. Everyone has been very sensitive and it has made the process much easier for me and my family,” Mrs Zhang said through her Mater interpreter Lingling Holloway. Lingling is one of two full-time in-house interpreters at Mater.

“My role is to bridge the language and cultural gap between patients and Mater’s clinical staff. The interpreter service is essential for patients with limited English proficiency and it delivers the best outcomes for patients,” Lingling said.

Top five languages requiring interpreter services:

1. Mandarin 3. Persian/Farsi
2. Vietnamese 4. Arabic
5. Korean

80 per cent: 20 per cent:

Care during life’s toughest moments

Mater hosted a special forum in October 2014 to showcase traditions associated with ‘end of life’ care across various faith traditions. Distinguished speakers offered knowledge and insights on the spirituality and beliefs from their particular faith (Islamic, Buddhist and Catholic) and cultural (Indigenous) perspectives and rituals observed to offer comfort and peace to patients during end of life care.

Research continually highlights the importance of preserving a sense of personhood, particularly in end-of-life patient care. Spirituality, beliefs, and their expression through ritual, are central to keeping intact a patient’s sense of personhood, triumphing over the ravages of illness and death.

Love your liver

Mater’s Dr Mazhar Haque, clinical nurse Burglind Liddle and members of the Cultural Diversity Unit promoted the importance of liver health at a special community event held for Brisbane’s Chinese community in 2014. It was the second time the team have gone out into the community, following a similar session held in 2013 for the Vietnamese community. There are plans to undertake another event in 2015 within Brisbane’s Sudanese community.
Mater Aged Care in an Emergency

Research in the field of aged care indicates residents living in aged care facilities present to hospital emergency departments more frequently than those living in the general community. They also experience higher admission rates and longer stays in hospital.

In response to these findings, Mater Hospital Brisbane has introduced a 12-month pilot delivery program—Mater Aged Care in an Emergency—to guide and support aged care facilities with clinical care decision making when their residents become unwell.

Mater Aged Care in an Emergency is a nursing-led, clinical support service designed specifically for those involved in the medical journey of aged care facility residents, with the goal of providing those residents with the best care, in the right environment, at the right time.

The pilot program aims to reduce avoidable presentations, reduce admissions and readmissions of aged care facility residents into Mater Hospital Brisbane via emergency, as well as reduce the length of stay for those admitted for treatment.

The pilot program combines 24-hour clinical telephone support, complex care coordination including telehealth chronic disease management, and educational support to aged care facilities, with clinical governance provided by Mater emergency specialists and physicians where required.

Australia’s 10 000th cochlear implant

It has been 26 years since surgeons performed the first cochlear implant on a patient at Mater. In June 2014, 45-year-old Mater patient Christine Dougall became the 10 000th cochlear implant recipient in Australia. Christine was born with normal hearing but started to lose her hearing from five years of age and has lived with profound hearing loss from 16 years of age. To mark the occasion, then Health Minister Hon Lawrence Springborg MP visited Mater to join with staff and Christine’s family as her implant was switched on.

It has been more than 30 years since Professor Graeme Clark began the hearing revolution that became Cochlear’s life-changing technology, the cochlear implant.

One in six Australians are hearing impaired—a figure expected to rise to one in four by 2050 due to our ageing population.
Busting a Move for Mater chicks in pink

In the four years since ‘Bust a Move for Breast Health’ was launched in Canada, the high-energy fundraiser has enjoyed huge success and attracted a loyal following. In 2014, Mater Foundation brought the Bust a Move model to Australia; and the first-ever Brisbane event attracted 207 participants.

Touted as an ‘exhilarating six-hour fitness extravaganza’, the event comprised six one-hour fitness sessions, including yoga, aerobics and dance. Pampering massages were also on offer and women affected by breast cancer shared inspirational stories of hope.

Star trainer Shannan Ponton from *The Biggest Loser* television program signed on as a celebrity ambassador for Bust a Move, leading a popular workout session on the day. The event raised $242,550 for Mater chicks in pink, which provides practical support services for breast cancer patients and breast cancer research at Mater.

Mater chicks in pink receives a gift that keeps on giving

In 2014, Mater Foundation received a special gift. Not uncommon in itself, but in this case it was something you don’t see every day. The gift was International Women’s Day Fun Run, and it came to the Foundation courtesy of the Brisbane Road Runners’ Club.

Since 2009, Mater chicks in pink had been the charity beneficiary of the Brisbane Road Runners’ signature event and it has now entrusted to Mater Foundation to host, promote and nurture … and importantly, to raise funds to support women with breast cancer.

And, Mater Foundation did just that. In the lead-up to event day, RACQ Insurance signed on as naming sponsor, and more corporate sponsors partnerships formed as momentum built and curiosity peaked.

On Sunday 9 March, 8000 people gathered at South Bank. The fun run was a great success, raising almost $250,000 for Mater chicks in pink to provide invaluable assistance to women with breast cancer when they need it most.
Adventure fundraising heads to the Far East

For the past three years, Mater Foundation has led a team of adventurers into some of the wildest and most amazing corners of earth. They have climbed Mt Kilimanjaro and trekked The Great Wall of China. In 2014, 16 Mater People, including Mater Chief Executive Officer Dr John O’Donnell packed their bags—bound for the extraordinary destinations of Cambodia and Vietnam.

The Cambodia–Vietnam Cycle for Cancer event wouldn’t just be sight-seeing and shopping, the team was there to cycle 300 kilometres—an average of 60 kilometres each day. They raised $183 019 to support the Mater Research team conducting world-class research into common cancers that affect women, including breast and ovarian cancer.

They were driven by a common cause—to help change this statistic:

One in three Australian women will be diagnosed with cancer before the age of 85*.

---

Straight to the top

The One One One building on Eagle Street, Brisbane, is an impressive building and it was certainly an impressive sight when 300 brave participants ascended its 1040 stairs to raise funds for prostate cancer research.

River to Rooftop, held on 12 September, saw participants race up 55 flights of stairs to the top of Brisbane’s tallest office tower. The inaugural event raised $58 000 to support the one in six men diagnosed with prostate cancer each year.

---

*Source: http://canceraustralia.gov.au
Partnering with our Proud Mater Dads

In 2014, Mater was lucky enough to capture some precious first moments between our Proud Mater Dads and their new babies. We then shared these moments as part of our Proud Mater Dad Father’s Day campaign, encouraging other dads to share their beautiful moments with us.

The campaign reached 155 493 people

129 Proud Mater Dads shared their photos with us

Our Proud Mater Dad Facebook post was liked by almost 1500 of our followers, and reached an audience of more than 76 000 people.

One of our Proud Mater Dad stories also made the front page of the Brisbane Northside Chronicle ... here is Pavel’s story:

Pavel and his wife Julie were 27 weeks through their third pregnancy when she was rushed to Mater Hospital Brisbane’s Emergency Department with serious shaking, dizziness and swelling.

Julie, whose first two pregnancies ended in miscarriage, was diagnosed with HELLP Syndrome, a life-threatening pregnancy complication which is characterised by haemolysis, elevated liver enzymes and low platelet count. Julie was taken to the Pregnancy Assessment Unit at Mater Mothers’ Hospital, and doctors advised her they needed to perform an emergency caesarean.

“When George was delivered, he looked perfect but he was so tiny,” Pavel said.

Pavel said he was overwhelmingly happy when he first held baby George in his arms.

“It was the most incredible feeling to hold my son in my arms, words can’t even explain,” he said.

Baby George was born on 29 June 2014 weighing just 780 grams—not much more than a jar of peanut butter.

Julie was discharged after 10 days at Mater Mothers’ Hospital and after spending almost 10 weeks in Mater’s Neonatal Critical Care Unit, baby George was able to go home in time for Father’s Day.
Collaborating for optimal outcomes

Brisbane family donates $1.211 million for Mater Stroke Unit

The generosity of Denis and Eileen McEniery and their family will ensure Queensland stroke patients have access to the best possible care and rehabilitation services at Mater.

The donation has funded the Mater Stroke Unit project—a seven bed in-patient high care facility within the Mater Centre for Neurosciences—to be launched in 2015. A specialised Stroke Coordinator and rehabilitation services will form part of the new service and extensive links with Stroke Foundation Queensland and the National Stroke Foundation will facilitate the optimal assessment, management and rehabilitation of stroke patients.

The McEniery family-funded Mater Stroke Unit will provide care to more than 6000 public and private patients over the next decade.

“Our family involvement with Mater spans decades, and always Mater has provided outstanding care.

“Our decision for the Denis and Eileen McEniery Fund to support and establish the Stroke Unit located within the Mater Centre for Neurosciences was based on our family experience of stroke. By supporting best medical practices in conjunction with ongoing research and education, we hope that the impact of stroke on the individual and families is ameliorated.

“We would encourage others to consider a gift to Mater Neurosciences, a gift which we see as benefiting all in our community.”

Christine Doilibi, for the McEniery Family

Improving chemotherapy treatment

MRI-UQ researchers Associate Professor Ingrid Winkler and Associate Professor Jean-Pierre Levesque will target reducing deadly infections which follow chemotherapy courtesy of a landmark licensing partnership between The University of Queensland and United States based company Biotech GlycoMimetics Inc.

Biotech GlycoMimetics Inc has developed an extensive library of compounds that mimic certain carbohydrates found on the outside of cells, known as ‘selectins’. Associate Professors Winkler and Levesque have developed an application for these compounds, known as E-selectin antagonists to help prevent chemotherapy from depleting white blood cells necessary to protect the body from infection.

MRI-UQ is an alliance between Mater Research and The University of Queensland, two leading institutions working together to achieve the best possible research discoveries in health and medicine.
Celebrations ...
In 2014, we celebrated the Mater People who support the provision of exceptional care, and acknowledged the services via which this care is delivered. The commitment of Mater People to provide compassionate service to those who need it most is a true reflection of the Mater Mission and Values, and is what continues to differentiate Mater as a Mercy-driven organisation.
A very special birthday

Sunday 6 July 2014 marked 83 years of exceptional service to the community via Mater Children’s Hospital. Special celebrations were held to acknowledge the final Mater Children’s Hospital birthday prior its transition to Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital.

A number of events were held during week-long celebrations to mark the hospital’s final birthday including special birthday cakes across the Mater campus, and a spectacular birthday party in the Circus of Dreams for staff and patients.

Patients were also treated to a visit from Brisbane Broncos players David Hala and Jarod Wallace.

Doctors’ Alumni honour Mater Children’s Hospital

Mater Doctors gathered at the annual Alumni Dinner on Friday 22 August to celebrate and farewell Mater Children’s Hospital. Past and current doctors attended the evening to formally recognise the significant contributions of Mater Children’s Hospital to the community.
On 1 November 2014, more than 250 people gathered to farewell Mater Children’s Hospital and reflect on 83 years of exceptional service to the community. Sisters of Mercy and dignitaries of the Catholic Church and government gathered with Mater People and members of the community to share stories and express their thanks. It was an opportunity to pause, to share some of the millions of amazing memories from the past 83 years, and to thank and farewell many exceptional Mater People for their contributions to not only Mater Children’s Hospital, but the wider Mater community.

The formalities incorporated speeches from Most Reverend Mark Coleridge, Archbishop of Brisbane, Sister Catherine Reuter (Congregation Leader, Sisters of Mercy Brisbane), Mr Ian Maynard (Director-General, Queensland Health), Ms Susan Johnston (Chair, Children’s Health Queensland Hospital and Health Board), Mr Brian Flannery (Chairman, Mater Health Services Board) and Dr John O’Donnell, CEO, Mater Health Services.

A number of past and present Mater Children’s Hospital staff, volunteers and patients also participated in symbolic prayers of intercession to reflect the rich history of Mater Children’s Hospital during its 83 years of service to the community.

“IT IS THE FRIENDLINESS, TALENT AND COMPASSION OF OUR PEOPLE WHICH HAS ALWAYS DEFINED THE QUALITY OF CARE SYNONYMOUS WITH MATER. WE ACKNOWLEDGE THE GRIEF OF CLOSING AN ICONIC HOSPITAL, AS WE LOOK TO OUR FUTURE, IN WHICH MATER WILL CONTINUE OUR COMMITMENT TO PROVIDE EXCEPTIONAL CARE THROUGH ALL STAGES OF LIFE WHILE UPHOLDING THE MISSION AND VALUES OF OUR FOUNDERS—THE SISTERS OF MERCY.”

Dr John O’Donnell, CEO, Mater Health Services

Thank you to all Mater People who have contributed to the provision of exceptional paediatric healthcare at Mater Children’s Hospital.
September was a special month at Mater: we recognised our long-serving people; those who demonstrated our Values in action; and joined as a team.

**10 September**

**Staff Long Service Awards**

The contributions of more than 450 Mater People were celebrated at the 2014 Staff Long Service Awards—an annual event which formally acknowledges those staff who reach significant milestones of employment at Mater.

Mater People who reached 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, 40 and 50 years of service were presented with a special gift in recognition of their service to Mater.

Deputy Chairman of the Mater Board, Vince O’Rourke, Mater Chief Executive Officer, Dr John O’Donnell, Acting Chair Mercy Partners, Garry Everett and members of the Mater Executive joined with Mater People to celebrate those staff receiving an award.

**12 September**

**Mater Staff Spring Gala**

More than 1100 Mater People enjoyed a night to remember at the 2014 Mater Staff Spring Gala. The special event was hosted by celebrity MC, Dr Andrew Rochford and included prizes, entertainment and a special tribute to Mater Children’s Hospital and its 83 years of exceptional service to the community.

The gala was a perfect opportunity for staff to join and celebrate their commitment to the Mater Values and Mission.

**24 September**

**Mercy Awards**

Mater celebrates Mercy Week each year to reinforce our identity as a Mercy-driven organisation and the heritage of the Sisters of Mercy.

The celebrations culminate in the Mercy Awards, which honour contributions by individuals and teams who go above and beyond the expectations of their role to provide exceptional care.

The 2014 Mercy Award winners were Emma Vernon, Stomal Therapist (Clinical Services Award), Chris Anker, Administrative Support (Support Services Award) and the Guest Services team from Mater Private Hospital Brisbane (Team Award).

During Mercy Week, all Mater People are encouraged to reflect on the spirit of Mercy which continues to define Mater.
Team Award winners, the Mater Private Hospital Brisbane Guest Services team.

Clinical Services Award winner, Emma Vernon.

Sr Angela Mary Doyle and Margaret Lai (40 years of service).

Dr Paul Devenish-Meares (35 years of service) and Dr John O’Donnell.

L to R: Alicia Smith, Peta Sullivan, David Weatherburn, Toni-Maree Hemaxway, Alison Boundy, Lauren Carew-Reid and Robyn Dickie.

L to R: Mary Sheehan, Julie Hanlon, Ann Crome, Elizabeth Florence, Natalie Halpin, Christie Barrett, Jody Ebenezer and Jade Hunter.

Team Award winners, the Mater Private Hospital Brisbane Guest Services team.

Clinical Services Award winner, Emma Vernon.
Mater’s unsung heroes

“There is no greater feeling than seeing these ‘babies’ and their families show up at Mater events year after year.”

Gwen

“We often set up for events or help out with patients. If they need us, we’re there.”

Desley

“Together, we volunteers can make a huge difference to people’s lives.”

Errol

Mater’s 700 volunteers support the provision of exceptional services across all areas of the organisation, embodying the Mater Mission and reflecting the professionalism and integrity for which Mater People are renowned.

In 2014, a group of special volunteers were honoured with the Betty McGrath Award for outstanding fundraising efforts at the Mater Foundation Christmas Breakfast.

With decades of experience between them, veteran volunteers Desley Carstairs-Patten, Tony and Zofia McCormack and Gwen and Errol Grant are pillars of the Mater community, and are often referred to as Mater Foundation’s ‘fab five’.

Desley’s relationship with Mater began in 1997, when she answered an advertisement in the newspaper looking for volunteer drivers at Mater, and she has been a Mater Little Miracles volunteer ever since.

When Tony retired 17 years ago, he and wife Zofia began volunteering. As cuddle parents, Tony and Zofia help to settle babies, giving parents a much-needed rest, while also providing a sympathetic ear.

Gwen, also a cuddle parent, has volunteered with Mater for the past 22 years and her husband Errol joined the team after he retired in 2008.

Congratulations and many thanks to the ‘fab five’!
In 2014, Mater volunteers:

- served tea and coffee to more than **16,000** Mater patients and visitors
- provided hand and foot massages to **5,517** Mater patients
- stamped **52,000** clinical transcription envelopes
- stamped and assembled **12,480** ‘parent packages’
- travelled **92,272** kilometres during **4,633** patient transport trips
- hand delivered **270** ‘well wishes’ messages to patients from their loved ones
- raised **$15,600** through the sale of special baby footprint cards at Mater Mothers’ Hospital
- assembled **36,400** charts
- checked and folded more than **175,000** pieces of correspondence
- raised **$2,513** for Mater Little Miracles
- assembled **12,000** Mater Products sampling packs
- collated **10,800** booking packs
- hosted **82** specialised Pet Therapy sessions as part of patient care plans across a number of Mater hospitals
- visited **1,898** children as part of the ‘Patient Buddy’ program
- supported **327** families at Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane through the concierge priority parking service

More than **300** new volunteers joined the team in 2014.
Fulfilling the Mater Mission … on ‘Mater Hill’ and beyond

Mater’s Mission requires us to respond to the needs of the community; whether locally or on a global scale.

Uganda
Mater has been sending containers of aid equipment to underprivileged communities overseas for more than eight years. This tradition continued in 2014 with the donation of used medical equipment and other items to equip health facilities in the small town of Kitgum, in northern Uganda.

Donated items included equipment for a rehabilitation centre (which Mater supported the construction of in 2013) and toys and clothes for a nearby orphanage which 100 children call home.

Cambodia
Mater nurse and Catholic Education Week Ambassador Annabel Pike travelled to Cambodia to train and mentor local nurses in 2014.

Annabel, the 2012 Australian Nurse Graduate of the Year spent time at Sihanouk Hospital in Phnom Penh, and on learning of her plans, students from Diocese of Toowoomba Catholic schools collated 130 personal care packs during Catholic Education Week, which were shipped to Cambodia to coincide with Annabel’s arrival at the hospital.

“While a simple gesture by our standards, words can’t express how grateful these patients were to receive these care packs,” Annabel said from Phnom Penh.
South Brisbane

Among the many initiatives Mater’s Pastoral Care department manages is a clothing fund to support patients in need. This fund was boosted by another Mater service in 2014—the Healthy Ageing Service—which donated $500 to the program.

An example of this fund in action: a patient from Mater Hospital Brisbane experienced weight loss while in hospital which resulted in his pants being too large to wear home. Saddened at the prospect of either wearing home a hospital gown, or having his pants taped on, the clothing fund provided him with a new pair of pants, allowing him a dignified discharge home.

Redland

For some, a stay in hospital can mean being away from the comforts of home for weeks or even months.

Mater volunteers Janet and Willem de Bruyn decided to help brighten the days of those patients spending extended periods of time in hospital by donating beautiful crocheted blankets.

While Willem was a patient at Mater Private Hospital Redland, Janet responded to an initiative of the Day Procedure Unit which invited patients and visitors to help themselves to some wool and knitting needles or a crochet hook to help pass the time.

Willem delivers the rugs crocheted by Janet to Mater, so they can be distributed to patients by Mater’s Pastoral Care team.

Vietnam

Mater Audiologists Caroline Balke and Emma Reichman travelled to My Tho City in 2014, giving the gift of hearing to local children.

The trip was organised as part of the ‘Building Across Borders’ program—an initiative of St Laurence’s College—where students, teachers and Mater Audiologists volunteered at a school for hearing impaired children.

Caroline and Emma volunteered at Nhan Ai School and were able to assess, treat and educate hearing impaired children and their teachers.

They were able to successfully fit the hearing aids onto 15 children whose families could not afford to treat their hearing impairment.

This was the first year Mater had the opportunity to be involved in the ‘Building Across Borders’ and we hope to once again participate in 2015.
Happy birthday!

In 2014, a number of Mater services celebrated significant milestones, acknowledging their contribution to the community.

A decade of caring for our children

Ten years ago, Mater Childcare officially opened its doors and welcomed 40 children into its care. A decade and major refurbishment later, Mater Childcare now offers 350 places per day for children from birth to school age in a first-class, five storey purpose-built facility on College Hill Drive.

90 000 hearing tests in 10 years

Mater celebrated a decade of supporting the Healthy Hearing Program in October 2014, with approximately 90 000 babies screened at Mater since the program’s introduction in 2004.

The free state-wide program aims to identify babies born with permanent hearing loss, and provides newborn hearing screening within the first three months after birth.

10 years on … and still looking good

For 10 years, the ‘Look Good Feel Better’ program at Mater Private Hospital Redland has been giving local women with cancer a brighter outlook and a reason to smile.

The service teaches women how to use cosmetic techniques and hair alternatives to help manage the appearance-related side effects of cancer and its treatment through a number of services, including unique workshops.

The program’s South Brisbane branch, which has helped more than 3000 women, also celebrated a milestone—their first workshop at the new Mater Cancer Care Centre.
25,000 occasions of care in 365 days

Mater Cancer Care Centre celebrated one year of exceptional service—and the delivery of 25,000 occasions of service to the local community in June 2014.

Specifically designed with patients’ needs in mind, Mater Cancer Care Centre at South Brisbane continues to offer all-in-one location access to a holistic range of services, including specialist appointments, haematology oncology, medical oncology, palliative care, allied health services and apheresis, as well as pharmacy and pathology services.

The centre is enjoying the success of many additional patient services and benefits including an art therapy program, a dedicated patient parking facility and new ‘car park to the centre’ patient transportation in the form of a golf buggy.

60 years of Mater Prize Homes

With loyal and ongoing community support, Mater Prize Home lottery has come a long way since its first Art Union in 1954. The grand prize? A £4150 home in Surfers Paradise.

Mater Prize Homes have been an iconic part of Mater history. In the 1960s and 70s, visiting a Mater Prize Home was the third most popular thing to do in Brisbane!

Over the years, many families have experienced the thrill of winning a Mater Prize Home, their lives changed for the better as a result of such unexpected good fortune. Funds raised through Mater Prize Homes have supported care and research at Mater, positively impacting the lives of countless families. Mater Prize Homes celebrated its diamond anniversary by giving away its biggest prize yet—a $2 million penthouse home in Yungaba Estate, Kangaroo Point—boasting panoramic views of the Brisbane River and a sprawling rooftop terrace.

25 years of exceptional support

On 14 April 1989, then Governor-General of Australia, the Honourable Bill Hayden, officially launched the Mater Hospitals’ Trust—known since 2005 as Mater Foundation.

Mater Foundation is the proud inheritor of a charitable tradition stretching back to the founder of the Sisters of Mercy, Catherine McAuley, who used an inheritance to build Mercy House in Dublin in 1824.

Since Mater’s establishment in Brisbane more than a century ago, we have always been supported by the community, and this generosity continues today via Mater Foundation, which contributes to Mater through fundraising across the areas of health, education and research.
Celebrating our exceptional researchers

Janet Hardy
An internationally respected leader in palliative care, Professor Hardy has pioneered studies which in the past have been regarded as impossible. This has included research in patients with life-limiting diseases which may not help them directly, but will often be of benefit to future patients.

In June 2014, Professor Hardy was named the Queensland recipient of the Royal Australasian College of Physicians (RACP) 75th Anniversary Award, highlighting the importance of her palliative care research.

Jakob Begun
When he was 14, American Researcher Dr Jakob Begun and his family embarked on a two-year sailing trip around the Pacific, finally settling in Sydney.

After completing high school, he returned to the United States, where he completed his medical degree and PhD program at Harvard University.

He decided to return to Australia and join the Mater Research team in 2014 to continue his investigations into human microbe interactions and the genetics of Inflammatory Bowel Disease, and how to translate this into a better understanding of the disease and future therapeutics.

"Mater provides great clinical facilities, so there is a wealth of patient-clinician-scientist focused research opportunities available."

Dr Begun joins Mater Research following seven years at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.

Mike McGuckin
A Mater Research team are on the verge of translating a cure for diabetes in mice into a treatment for human patients—which could see diabetics potentially replace insulin injections with a protein which restores glycaemic control.

Treatment of diabetic mice with the protein not only restored glycaemic control, but also suppressed insulin resistance.

Mater Research Deputy Director Professor Mike McGuckin, who is leading the study said it was ‘completely different to anything which has been done before.’

“It is early days—we’ve done it in mice and it works and we’ve done it in human cells and they have responded appropriately.

“Whether it revolutionises diabetes treatment depends on what happens when we undertake clinical trials,” he said.

280
number of Australians who develop diabetes every day

1.7 million
Australians who currently suffer from diabetes

3.3 million
number of Australians predicted to have diabetes by 2031
Honouring the past, looking to the future

Following the transition of Mater Children’s Hospital in November, two buildings on Mater Hill were renamed to reflect Mater’s rich heritage and one of our key services was renamed as the organisation continues to plan for the future.

**Salmon Building**

The Mater Children’s Hospital Building was renamed the Salmon Building, in memory of Mother Alban Salmon.

Mother Alban Salmon (1880 to 1951) was a shrewd and determined leader with a strong sense of direction. Mother Alban’s vision was to ensure that Mater became a clinical school for The University of Queensland’s Faculty of Medicine. This dream became a reality in 1949.

**Duncombe Building**

The Mater Corporate Services Building (the original Mater Mothers’ Hospital) was renamed the Duncombe Building in memory of Mother Damian Duncombe OBE.

Mother Damian Duncombe OBE (1899 to 1980) was the first Australian-born woman to lead the Brisbane Congregation of the Sisters of Mercy. She was elected Reverend Mother (Congregation Leader) in 1954 and first president of the Federation of the Sisters of Mercy Australia in 1956.

**Mater Hospital Brisbane**

Mater Adult Hospital is now Mater Hospital Brisbane. This change better reflects the position of the hospital in relation to the ongoing development of Mater’s broader geographic services, such as Mater Private Hospital Springfield, our three health centres, and our growing number of pathology and pharmacy services across south east Queensland.

Mater Adult Hospital (originally Mater Public Hospital) was established in 1911, five years after the Sisters of Mercy opened the first Mater Private Hospital at North Quay. In 1981, after 70 years in what is now known as the Whitty Building, the service relocated to its current building—a 126-bed hospital built entirely with $34 million in government funding.

The Salmon and Duncombe Buildings will harmoniously blend with existing buildings on Mater Hill named after the Sisters of Mercy (Potter and Whitty), bringing a total of four buildings across the campus whose names reflect the Sisters’ deep connection to Mater’s heritage.

You can read more about Mater’s rich history by visiting history.mater.org.au.
Mater’s commitment to sustainability continued to strengthen in 2014.

An additional 24 initiatives with the potential to contribute to Sustainability at Mater were identified and the program reached a significant milestone—the completion of the 100th initiative to date.

2014 highlights:

- Reduced energy use by more than 478,000 kWh in comparison to 2013
- Contributed to the design of Mater Private Hospital Springfield to incorporate a number of environmentally sustainable design initiatives
- Coordinated direct ward delivery by major suppliers to reduce onsite waste
- Delivered more than 90 in-services to clinical teams across Mater (and 20 non-clinical teams)
- Won a Sustainability in Business Award at the 2014 Brisbane Lord Mayor’s Business Awards and was a finalist at the 2014 Premier’s Sustainability Awards

Engaged staff

A key component of Sustainability at Mater is effectively engaging Mater People to encourage behavioural change and adoption of sustainable practices.

Examples of staff engagement include:

- the sale of more than 3,500 KeepCups, reducing the use of disposable coffee cups across Mater’s cafés
- more than 2,500 Mater People signing the Environmental Sustainability Pledge and agreeing to more than 27,000 behaviours
- 60 Mater People participating in Ride2Work Day
- staff sending in images depicting ‘sustainability at work or at home’ as part of World Environment Day.

Lord Mayor’s Business Awards

Initiatives implemented by Mater to reduce its carbon footprint were recognised with the Sustainability in Business category award at the 2014 Brisbane Lord Mayor’s Business Awards. Mater is a leader in sustainability practices in the healthcare sector and plans to roll out further initiatives and engage with staff to continue to reinforce our commitment to environmentally sustainable behaviour.
Award-winning Mater People

In 2013, Mater Private Hospital Brisbane’s Food Services team implemented an innovative, hotel-style room service model, allowing patients to order meals from an extensive menu throughout the day.

The Australian-first initiative was recognised nationally in 2014 with a PHAQ/HESTA Innovative Practice in the Private Sector Award.

Mater’s Erica Lee was awarded the Mental Health Services Award for Exceptional Contribution for her work at the Child and Youth Mental Health Service. Erica has had a key role during the past 20 years in the establishment and development of mental health and substance misuse services for children, adolescents and families.

Data Quality Asia Pacific Team Project Award

The efforts of Mater People Sue Gardiner and Shane Downey and their teams to deliver an 18 month project to improve the quality and reporting of outpatient data was recognised with a Data Quality Asia Pacific Team Project Award in 2014. The award recognises organisations and departments which have seen clear benefits from data quality projects. Mater’s entry related to the work that Mater’s Data Services and Ambulatory Services undertook to improve the quality and reporting of outpatient data.

Inspirational Woman of the Year

Sr Marcia Maranta was named Inspirational Woman of the Year for the Cleveland electorate at a special celebration to celebrate International Women’s Day 2014.

After teaching at primary and secondary schools, Sr Marcia completed a counselling course in Pastoral care and joined the Mater Private Hospital Redland team in 2000.

In 2013, Mater Private Hospital Brisbane’s Food Services team implemented an innovative, hotel-style room service model, allowing patients to order meals from an extensive menu throughout the day.

The Australian-first initiative was recognised nationally in 2014 with a PHAQ/HESTA Innovative Practice in the Private Sector Award.

Mater Private Hospital Brisbane’s Service Improvement team were also acknowledged for a project which identified and overcame barriers to patient flow within operating theatres.

The implementation of a number of complex wide initiatives as part of the project saw a 98 per cent reduction in the number of call bells per month in the theatre complex.

The room service model has reduced food wastage by 15 per cent.
Success stories

Baby friendly

Mater Mothers’ Private Redland achieved 100 per cent compliance to the Baby Friendly Health Initiative in 2014.

The Mater Private Hospital Redland team, including midwives, nurses, obstetricians, paediatricians and support services staff spent almost two years working towards compliance with the initiative, which was developed by the World Health Organisation and UNICEF to improve infant health by supporting mothers to breastfeed.

Compliance includes operating within a framework titled *Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding*, which ensures mothers and babies receive support and information regarding infant feeding.

Mavis the Amazing Tugboat

In January 2011, Captain Doug Hislop and his tugboat Mavis saved Brisbane’s Gateway Bridge from destruction when they maneuvered a fast-moving 300-tonne slab of concrete away from its pylons.

The event captured the imagination of Mater volunteer Dianne Lonergan—who published *Mavis the Amazing Tugboat*—a children’s book to honour Mavis and her brave captain—with profits donated to Mater Little Miracles.

Dianne and her fellow volunteers Caroline Bauer, June Jolly and Robert Walsh joined to write the book around her dining room table each Wednesday afternoon, and illustrator Leo Herreygers donated 13 canvas paintings to be used as illustrations to support the publication.

*Mavis the Amazing Tugboat* can be purchased for $10 via www.materfoundation.org.au.

Record month for Mater Private Hospital Brisbane

Mater Private Hospital Brisbane’s Cardiovascular Unit and Operating Theatres both experienced record months in September 2014.

The Cardiovascular Unit, which is widely regarded as one of the best in Queensland, continued to expand its services, evidenced by the management of 165 cases in September, its highest number to date.

Mater Private Hospital Brisbane’s operating theatre and support teams completed the busiest September in the hospital’s 108 year history, with 1002 patients treated by a caring and compassionate team.
The best and brightest

Dr Clare Morgan
Dr Morgan was appointed to the position of Chief Medical Officer in April 2014.

A newly created position within Mater’s Executive, Dr Morgan has a broad mandate to participate in the development of an improved approach to clinical governance, clinical service delivery, and teaching and research across all Mater facilities and services.

Her appointment follows an extensive career at Mater, most recently as Director Medical Management. During this time her achievements included: the redesign and implementation of the Credentialing and Scope of Practice System for 1700 health practitioners; improving the management of junior doctors (resulting in a 95 to 100 per cent retention of interns for the past six years); and development of policies and processes for medical workforce management.

Best hospital experience
Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane and Mater Children’s Private Brisbane were ranked top nationally in the 2014 HCF hospital experience survey of more than 11,000 of its members.

The survey, compiled by Australia’s largest not-for-profit health insurer HCF, focused on the most frequented 100 hospitals by its members, the majority being private facilities.

Both Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane and Mater Children’s Private Brisbane received a score of 9.7 out of 10 for how likely members would be to recommend the hospitals to a friend or colleague, exceeding the average score of 8.7.

Both services also received the top results for members who would recommend the medical teams that treated them with a score of 9.6 (the average being nine).

Kate Farrar
Kate Farrar, Managing Director of QEnergy, joined the Mater Health Services Board in 2014.

Ms Farrar has substantial energy market experience, and previously held the role of Chief Operating Officer of Ergon Energy’s Powerdirect Australia business. Under Ms Farrar’s leadership, Powerdirect Australia grew to become one of Australia’s top five energy retailers, covering a diverse customer base ranging from domestic and small business customers to large mines and airports.

In 2006, Ms Farrar won Queensland Business Review’s Public Sector ‘Women in Business Award’ and was a Queensland finalist in the ‘Hudson Community and Government Award’ category of the Telstra Business Women’s Awards. In 2014, Ms Farrar was a finalist in the Entrepreneur of the Year awards.
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Supporting the provision of exceptional care

The care Mater People provide to patients and visitors is as varied as the services we offer. However, whether this care is in the form of clinical advice, a hot cup of coffee, or accommodation for the loved ones of patients, every interaction with is a demonstration of the Mater Values in action.

Mater Car Parks
The Mater Car Parks team managed 1.4 million car park users in 2014 … that’s an average of almost 4000 cars per day.

Mater’s Food Services
Mater’s Food Services teams produced more than 85 000 meals for Mater patients each month … which is more than 1 million meals in total during 2014.

Mater Hill Place and Reg Leonard House
Mater Hill Place and Reg Leonard House operated at 90 per cent capacity, providing accommodation for patients and their families from regional areas.
Mater Cafés

Mater Cafés used more than 800 kilograms of coffee beans each week—that’s a lot of coffee!

Mater Pharmacy ...

- supplied 111,508 prescription items to patients for their individual use during their hospital stay
- supplied 55,067 discharge prescription items to patients to ensure continuity of care after they left hospital
- reviewed medication histories of 62,400 patients to ensure their safe transition from community into hospital care
- supported Mater Research in 46 clinical trials
- supplied 56 million of medication (comprising 87,349 line items) across Mater’s South Brisbane and Redland campuses
- prepared 16,207 chemotherapy infusions and dispensed 22,028 items for cancer patients at Mater Cancer Care Centre, bringing together expert knowledge and advice regarding cancer chemotherapy with access to specialised products
- provided 1,216 medication management reviews to residents in aged care facilities
- provided 203 lectures, tutorials and workshops to medical, physiotherapy and pharmacy students at Bond University and The University of Queensland.
A rainy day in November

Mater Convent closes after almost a century

Since opening on Mater Hill in 1926, the Mater Convent building has been home to more than 300 Sisters of Mercy.

Following damage to the historic building during the storm which hit Brisbane in November, the Mater Convent was officially closed as a residence for members of the Sisters of Mercy Brisbane Congregation.

The decision to close the Convent was one of great difficulty, given the Sisters of Mercy have resided on ‘Mater Hill’ for more than 100 years.

After constructing Mater Private Hospital (now Aubigny Place), financial constraints due to World War I prevented the Sisters from being able to build a Convent at South Brisbane. As a result, the Sisters of Mercy resided in a temporary Convent on the top floor of Aubigny Place, with two rooms on the floor below used as a Chapel.

As the hospitals continued to grow, more Sisters came to work on Mater Hill, and the accommodation within the temporary convent was now not only lacking in adequate space for the Sisters, but was also required for patients. A new Convent was attached to the western end of Aubigny Place and a Chapel was constructed in front of the Convent in 1926.

The Convent was a home to the many Sisters of Mercy who worked at Mater, some of whom resided at the Convent for more than 60 years.

While the Convent may have closed, Mater’s connection with the Sisters of Mercy remains strong, and their legacy continues to drive the provision of care in the tradition of Mercy for which Mater is renowned.

Mater People brave the storm

In late 2014, Brisbane was hit by one of its worst storms in recent memory. Within a matter of minutes, large hail and strong winds caused major damage across many areas of Brisbane, including the Mater South Brisbane campus.

The effects of the storm were widespread and included roof damage to several buildings, water damage, many cracked and shattered windows, and extensive damage to gardens across the campus.

Immediately following the storm, the true spirit of Mercy was demonstrated by all Mater People who went above and beyond the expectations of their roles to assist, in any way possible, with clean-up efforts and ensure the safety of all Mater People and our patients.
Training our future healthcare professionals

Celebrating our graduates

After completing 18 months of intensive study and 400 hours of clinical placement, Mater Education celebrated the graduation of Diploma of Nursing students in late 2014. To date, more than 240 students have successfully completed the program, while studying and training in a world-class simulation facility and learning environment, all onsite at Mater.

Mater Education’s Diploma of Nursing program was developed and is delivered by contemporary clinical experts within Mater’s world class, tertiary healthcare facilities.

240 students
18 months + 400 hours

In the community

In 2014, Mater Education worked to increase their presence within the community, reinforcing its position as the only hospital based education facility of its kind in Queensland.

The Clinical Supervision Program and Advanced Clinical Supervision Programs were rolled out across Queensland, on behalf of Health Workforce Australia. Twenty-one workshops were delivered throughout regional and metropolitan Queensland.

Mater Education representatives presented on evidence-based interprofessional basic life support training at the international JBI colloquium in Singapore and were awarded Best Oral Presentation.

Mater Education’s Program Manager was elected to the Executive Committee of the Australian Society for Simulation in Healthcare, the notational peak body for healthcare simulation.

Mater Education representatives presented more broadly on the benefits of interprofessional education at the national Workforce Efficiency conference in Sydney.
Reflecting on 83 years of exceptional care

In 2014, Mater’s government funded paediatric services transitioned from Mater Children’s Hospital to the new Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital. In the lead up to the transition, Mater encouraged people to share their Mater Children’s Hospital stories and memories with us, and we paused to reflect on 83 years of exceptional care.

Mater Children’s Hospital: a timeline

1925
- It was announced that the Sisters of Mercy would build a children’s hospital.

21 May 1926
- Mother Patrick Potter watched Archbishop Duhig lay the foundation stone for Mater Children’s Hospital. Because of financial constraints, construction of the building was limited to only half of what had been intended, with provision being allowed for completion at a future date.

10 May 1931
- Mater Children’s Hospital was officially opened by His Excellency Sir John Goodwin, Governor of Queensland, dedicated as a memorial to Mother Patrick Potter who, sadly, passed away in November 1927.

6 July 1931
- The 80-bed Mater Children’s Hospital opened its doors to patients and every bed was occupied immediately.

2 May 1971
- A fire broke out in the ceiling and roof structure of the university section of Mater Children’s Hospital, near the rear of the building. What could have been an horrific tragedy was avoided by the calm, methodical evacuation of all 119 children by hospital staff.

Late 1971
- The Queensland Government approved partial funding to construct a three-floor extension to Mater Children’s Hospital. The new wing was opened on 9 March 1976.

3 September 1979
- Sir Reg Leonard House was opened.

15 October 1981
- Mother Teresa of Calcutta visited Mater as part of the hospital’s Golden Jubilee.

23 March 1982
- The McAuley wing—with a new Babies’ Ward and The University of Queensland Department of Child Health offices—opened.
1987 Queensland’s first paediatric sleep unit was established at Mater Children’s Hospital.

15 July 1990 Ronald McDonald House opened.

2 December 1990 Radio Lollipop was launched at Mater Children’s Hospital.

1992 Mater came under pressure to move Mater Children’s Hospital to the Queen Elizabeth II Hospital at Mt Gravatt. The Sisters of Mercy successfully fought to keep the children’s hospital with the rest of the Mater family at South Brisbane.

1996 Cecilia McNally bequeathed $1.3 million to Mater Children’s Hospital.

4 December 1998 Australia’s first private paediatric facility, Mater Children’s Private Hospital, opened.

9 March 2000 The first Adolescent Drug and Alcohol Withdrawal Service in Queensland opens at Mater.

16 May 2001 The new Mater Children’s Hospital, built on Stanley Street, South Brisbane, was blessed by The Most Reverend John Bathersby, DD, Archbishop of Brisbane and officially opened by His Excellency Major-General Peter Arnison, AC, Governor of Queensland.

2006 Premier Peter Beattie announced a single, purpose-built Queensland Children’s Hospital would be built at South Brisbane.

28 November 2013 Sr Marie Fitzgerald, the longest serving Sister of Mercy at Mater Children’s Hospital, passed away. Sr Marie dedicated 40 years to caring for children at Mater (1948 to 1988).

29 November 2014 Mater Children’s Hospital closed and Mater fondly farewelled many exceptional Mater People who cared for the children of Queensland for more than 83 years.

---

I arrived at Mater Children’s Hospital by helicopter in November 2013 (as a 16 year old) as a really sick kid with a staph infection in my heart and I spent the next five months in hospital fighting and recovering from the effects of that infection. I’m not what you would have called a straightforward case, but I’ve really grown from my Mater experience. I can’t thank them all enough or hope to repay them for my life.  

Christopher

In 1981 my family and I had only been in Australia a few months; we had immigrated from Africa to live in Australia, when I got dysentery, I was admitted to the Mater Children’s for a week. I remember the great care I was given as a child. I remember the Sisters coming to visit me during my stay. Over the years there is one thing that has always been the same at the Mater Children’s Hospital, and that is the care and love you always receive as a Mater Children’s Hospital patient.

Michelle

---
In loving memory

Rona Craddock

Rona Craddock was a much loved Mater volunteer, who donated more than a decade of her time to supporting patient care. Rona began volunteering as a ward visitor in Mater Hospital Brisbane, prior to moving to a role at Volunteer Central.

Rona was loved and respected by her peers who placed a special commemorative plaque at the head of their table where Rona worked each Thursday.

*May her soul rest in eternal peace.*

Dr Aldo Vacca

Dr Vacca began his Mater career in 1982 in the role of Director of Obstetrics, a position he held until 1996. He was instrumental in developing new enhancements of the widely-used vacuum cup during delivery, and promoted its safe use through international education programs around the world.

As a tribute to Dr Vacca, a special portrait has been installed within Mater Mothers’ Hospital Birth Suites which features a poem he wrote entitled *It’s always more posterior than you think.*

The poem was published in the Australian and New Zealand Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in 1999.

Dr Vacca passed away surrounded by his family on Sunday 16 March 2014.

*May his soul rest in eternal peace.*

We remember all members of our Mater community who passed away in 2014.
Dr Desmond ‘Des’ McGuckin

Desmond ‘Des’ McGuckin was born in 1928 to Mary Roche and John Hilarion McGuckin.

In 1940 Des started boarding at Downlands College in Toowoomba, on a scholarship. During his time at Downlands, Des considered becoming a priest based on his desire to help others. One of the school’s priests, however, suggested that he consider studying medicine as an alternate way to contribute to the community.

In 1946, he began his first year as a medical student at The University of Queensland. After completing his degree in 1951, Des commenced his relationship with Mater as a rotating student, and three years later he was appointed Paediatric Registrar. After studying in Melbourne for a number of years, Des returned to Brisbane with his young family in 1960. He was appointed a Visiting Consultant Paediatric Surgeon to both Mater Children’s Hospital and Royal Children’s Hospital and also ran his own private practice.

In 1971, Des, accompanied by anaesthetist Dr Tess Brophy, was operating on a child with oesophageal atresia when a fire broke out in Mater Children’s Hospital. While everyone in the hospital was evacuated, the pair continued their work in the theatre’s ante-room until the baby was stable enough to move.

Des passed away peacefully on 2 November 2014.

May his soul rest in eternal peace.

Sister Camillus Mary Lynch

Sr Camillus Mary Lynch was born in 1924 in Ireland. She left home at the age of 22, bound for Australia, arriving in January 1947.

During the 1950s, Sr Camillus managed all of the cooking in Mater Children’s Hospital, and for three wards within Mater Adult Hospital.

“At that time there was little or no government funding to build the original Mater Mothers’ Hospital and the Sisters of Mercy had to raise the funds to pay for the building, so every spare moment was occupied running fetes, cake stalls, raffles, crocheting and doing fancy work, sewing and anything that could be sold or raffled—jams, pickles, chutneys—the days were never long enough”.

When the original Mater Mothers’ Hospital was constructed, Sr Camillus became the Business Manager and fitted-out the new kitchen in the building. At the same time, she fundraised for the hospital and taught cookery to the student nurses.

Sr Camillus left Mater in 1977 and became the cook at Emmanuel, a role she held for four years. After returning to the Mater Convent in 1985, she cooked for the Sisters of Mercy until 1991. Sr Camillus was well known for her lamingtons, sponge cakes and her delicious scones, which have been enjoyed by many over the years. Another love of hers was growing African Violets and the bush house was her pride and joy!

Sr Camillus lived at the Mater Convent until August 2013, when failing health necessitated a move to the cottages at Nudgee. She passed away peacefully at Bethesda, Nudgee on 25 October 2014.

May her soul rest in eternal peace.
Looking ahead

In 2015, Mater will ...

- open Stage One Mater Private Hospital Springfield, continuing our expansion across the greater western Brisbane region
- open the new stand-alone Mater Children’s Private Brisbane, providing specialised short stay surgical and medical care supported by a 20-bed inpatient ward and 16-bed day unit
- expand the range of Mater maternity and baby care products
- expand services offered at Mater Cancer Care Centre to ensure the continued provision of holistic care for all patients
- launch the Mater Centre for Neurosciences, one of the largest and most diverse neurosurgical services in Australia
open the Mater Young Adult Health Centre Brisbane, which will comprise a dedicated inpatient ward, specialised outpatient services, private Emotional Health Unit, support programs and a drug and alcohol support service.

Above all ...

... we will continue to strive for the integration of health, education and research for a healthy community while upholding our Mission to provide compassionate care to those who need it most.
Mater reports

Our commitment to providing exceptional care is supported by those who contribute to Mater either financially or through the donation of their time.

Our 2014 reports acknowledge those who have given to Mater, and also detail how we have given back to our community.
## Community benefit

**2014 calendar year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of need</th>
<th>Gross benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders through culturally sensitive care designed to improve health outcomes</td>
<td>$2,431,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to those suffering addiction by providing appropriate to reduce dependency</td>
<td>$1,816,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to those with chronic disease by providing targeted care and clinical research in these areas</td>
<td>$7,793,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to those seeking religious guidance by providing appropriate pastoral support and guidance to those in need</td>
<td>$2,271,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to those pursuing clinical education</td>
<td>$267,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to those who are living in poverty or seeking family support through various funds, programs or individual acts of charity</td>
<td>$6,327,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit to those who are from a refugee background through refugee health programs</td>
<td>$6,451,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General benefit to the community including clinical education, compassionate health programs for those that are homeless, and provision of mental health programs for those suffering from mental health issues</td>
<td>$3,675,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total community benefit</strong></td>
<td><strong>$30,764,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As part of Mater’s ongoing commitment to environmental sustainability, we have measured the impact of initiatives implemented under the Sustainability at Mater program.

The following results reflect our progress since 2011 across electricity use, water use, waste and recycling, fuel consumption and paper use.

Water use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Litres per occupied bed day</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of a Water Efficiency Management Plan implemented in 2006 to ensure adherence to Brisbane City Council regulations, Mater’s water use reduced by more than 40 per cent.

Recycling

Recycling increased by more than 115 tonnes during this period. Our recycling streams include cardboard, co-mingled material, cartridges, timber pallets, mobile phones, e-waste, steel and batteries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kilograms per occupied bed day</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electricity use

Energy efficient projects saved Mater more than 478 000 kWh between 2013 and 2014 alone.
Waste (general)
Our general waste has increased since 2011 as we worked to remove general waste from within clinical waste.

The closure of Mater Children’s Hospital in November 2014 resulted in a significant increase in general waste. This increase was expected, and the result of cleaning required prior to the move. The above red line indicates to what level our waste creation would have remained if not for this event.

Waste (clinical)
Clinical waste decreased by more than 80 tonnes between 2011 and 2013.

Fuel consumption (fleet vehicles)
Mater has reduced our fleet by 44 vehicles since 2010, and fuel consumption during this period has reduced by 20.5 per cent per vehicle for a number of reasons, including changing over to more fuel efficient vehicles.

Paper use
The implementation of duplex printing in 2011 has, to date, saved more than 6.5 million sheets of paper and reduced Mater’s purchase of paper by more than 25 per cent.

A4 paper purchases (boxes)

Litres per vehicle, per year

- 2011: 1898.3
- 2012: 1769.2
- 2013: 1678.5
- 2014: 1554.0

Electricity consumption (kWh by floor metres)
Mater Private Hospital Redland Auxiliary

Last year was another busy year of fundraising for the members of the Mater Private Hospital Redland Auxiliary.

Volunteers and staff enjoyed bus trips to Redcliffe, the Brisbane Botanic Gardens at Mt Coot-tha, the Brisbane Broncos football club and Jacobs Well on the Gold Coast. Each trip raised approximately $350 for the Auxiliary.

Other fundraisers included a ‘Christmas in July’ morning tea, a spring fashion parade, a day at the races and a ‘mini expo’ at the home of Margaret Wuth, where jewellery and clothing sales raised $1000.

With the help of the Rotary Club of Cleveland, the Auxiliary was able to purchase a Toyota RAV4 for the Mater Private Hospital Redland rehabilitation team. The new wagon will transport discharged patients from the hospital to their homes.

To help deliver exceptional care to very ill and elderly patients, two palliative care beds and 12 mattresses—specially fitted with an alarm that sounds if the patient is about to fall—were donated by the Auxiliary.

The Auxiliary is grateful for the many generous donations we received throughout the year, which will enable the purchase of useful equipment.

As I shall be leaving Mater Private Hospital Redland in March, this will be my last Auxiliary report. I am very grateful for the support of my fellow Auxiliary members and we hope to attract a few more to the group in 2015.

Sr Marcia Maranta RSM
Mater Private Hospital Redland Auxiliary

Mater Adult Hospital Auxiliary

The Mater Adult Hospital Auxiliary had a successful and enjoyable year in 2014. We had a beautiful morning of entertainment and food at Brisbane’s Tattersall’s club on St Patrick’s Day in March.

We were treated to a marvellous Irish concert by singers, flutists and dancers who donated their time and talent for the benefit of Mater Hospital Brisbane.

Our second function for 2014 was held in July at Tattersall’s Club. On this occasion, our guest speaker was Patrick Pickett, conductor of the Queensland Pops Orchestra, whose recollections of his years in the Australian Army proved most interesting and entertaining.

The Auxiliary was also pleased to be able to purchase equipment for the Mater Young Adult Health Centre Brisbane, which will open its doors in 2015.

We are grateful to all our friends and donors who support our fundraising events, and we look forward to yet another successful year in 2015.

Thank you

Terry Pender
President, Mater Adult Hospital Auxiliary
Mater Mothers’ Hospitals Auxiliary

The Mater Mothers’ Hospitals Auxiliary members comprise a dedicated group of women, some of whom have donated their time for more than 30 years.

Another successful year for the Auxiliary, 2014 saw funds raised via the Mater Mothers’ Hospitals baby shop, cake sales, crafts, Christmas stalls and raffles. These wonderful results would not have been possible without the unwavering support of our volunteers who contributed their time and resources to work in the Mater Mothers’ Hospitals Auxiliary shop and also create the items we sell to raise funds (which involved cooking, making jams and pickles, hand crafting items and knitting and sewing).

During the year, Mater Mothers’ Hospitals Auxiliary donated $57,000 towards the cost of bringing a ground-breaking new surgical procedure to Mater. Mater hopes to have a unit specialising in this procedure at Mater Mothers’ Hospitals in the future and training of the specialists involved is already underway.

Those who wish to assist the Auxiliary in its fundraising efforts can visit our shop in the Mater Mothers’ Hospital foyer on Tuesdays from 8.30 am to 1.30 pm and on Thursdays from 10 am to 1.30 pm.

New volunteers are always welcome; the Auxiliary is looking for new members to carry on the work with the knowledge that they are assisting such a worthwhile cause.

Suzanne Hill
President,
Mater Mothers’ Hospitals Auxiliary

$57,000 towards the cost of bringing a ground-breaking new surgical procedure to Mater.
Thank you to our Board and Committee members for their leadership and support during 2014.

**Mater Health Services Board**
- Brian Flannery (Chair)
- Vince O’Rourke (Deputy Chair)
- Sr Pauline Burke RSM
- Terry Crawford
- Kate Farrar (appointed 2014)
- Dr Geof Hirst
- Peter Pearce
- John Reynolds
- Professor Catherine Turner
- Laurie Rogencamp (Company Secretary)

**Mater Research Board**
- Jim Walker AM (Chair)
- Dr Carrie Hillyard (Deputy Chair)
- Prof Perry Bartlett
- Prof Melissa Brown (appointed 2014)
- Terry Crawford (appointed 2014)
- Prof Geoff Kiel
- Prof David McIntyre
- Dr John O’Donnell
- Stephen Denaro

**Mater Education Limited Board**
- John Reynolds (Chair)
- Dr John O’Donnell
- Caroline Hudson
- Donna Bonney
- Laurie Rogencamp (Company Secretary)

**Mater Foundation Board**
- Phil Hennessy (Chair)
- Simon Porter (Deputy Chair)
- Kate Farrar (resigned 2014)
- Xavier Kelly
- John McCoy
- Betty McGrath OAM (resigned 2014)
- Bill Noye
- Joseph O’Brien
- Dr John O’Donnell
- Allan Pidgeon
- John Prins
- Rebeca Pullar
- Jason Titman
- Janet Wilson (appointed 2014)
- Laurie Rogencamp (Company Secretary)

**Mater Foundation Committee members**
- **Allocations and Investments Committee**
  - Bill Noye (Chair)
  - Mark Bowles
  - Dr John O’Donnell
  - Chris Perkins
  - Janet Wilson (appointed 2014)
- **Operations, Finance and Audit Committee**
  - Simon Porter (Chair)
  - Allan Pidgeon
  - Bill Noye
  - Phil Hennessy
  - Laurie Rogencamp (Company Secretary)

**Mater Little Miracles Committee**
- Simon Porter (Chair)
- Frank Bowling (resigned 2014)
- Lynne Elliott (resigned 2014)
- Judy Luxton (resigned 2014)
- Carmel MacMillan
- Sarah Nelson
- Michael Petersen
- David Tudehope

**Lotteries Committee**
- Rebecca Pullar (Chair)
- David Bell
- John McCoy
- Carmel MacMillan (appointed 2014)
- Justin Walsh

**Major Gifts Committee**
- Kate Farrar (Chair, resigned 2014)
- Joseph O’Brien (Deputy Chair)
- Denny Baker (resigned 2014)
- Lynette Bos (resigned 2014)
- Cara Graham
- Dominic Katter
- John McCoy
- Graham Maher (appointed 2014)
- Matthew Miller
- Jason Titman
- Janelle van de Velde (appointed 2014)
How you can help Mater

The generous community support Mater receives contributes to the provision of care, ground-breaking research, education, and community outreach for those most in need.

Make a donation

Whatever the amount, all donations have a positive impact. A gift to Mater could support a life-saving research project, enhance patient care or help a family in need.

Make a monthly donation

You can support Mater with a regular monthly gift by direct debit or credit card. By becoming a monthly donor you will help us fund various research and healthcare programs.

Buy a lottery ticket

By purchasing a ticket in a Mater lottery you can change both your life and the lives of patients at Mater.

Leave a gift in your Will

A gift in your Will can help Mater provide exceptional care for future generations.

For further information about how to support Mater, please visit www.materfoundation.org.au or phone 07 3163 8000.

Mater Foundation thanks our supporters for their contributions during 2014. Your support allows us to provide exceptional care to Mater patients.
Thank you

Mater Foundation thanks our donors, lottery supporters and those who participated in our fundraising events during 2014. Your support of Mater Foundation contributes to the provision of exceptional care at Mater and positively impacts the lives of patients and their families each and every day.
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2014 Mater Research publications

2014 was a strong year for Mater Research, with 264 publications in national and international health literature. More than 40 per cent of these publications were in journals ranked by the Australian Research Council as representing the highest quality of health research journals, indicating the international relevance of our research. Highlights of the year include Mater Research-led studies being published in *Nature Medicine, Diabetes, The Lancet Infectious Diseases, The Lancet Respiratory Medicine* and *Medical Journal of Australia* and 10 Cochrane Systematic Reviews.


2014 Mater Research publications


2014 Mater Research publications


Mater Research patents

Current patent holdings (with a Mater Research Institute-The University of Queensland lead)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project title</th>
<th>Project number</th>
<th>Legacy project no.</th>
<th>IP family number</th>
<th>IP number</th>
<th>Application number</th>
<th>Application status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patents Administered by Glycomimetics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved treatment and prophylaxis: mobilisation of stem cells</td>
<td>T10595</td>
<td>MMRI-29</td>
<td>PAT-01235</td>
<td>PAT-01235-AU-01</td>
<td>2008336254</td>
<td>Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved treatment and prophylaxis: mobilisation of stem cells</td>
<td>T10595</td>
<td>MMRI-29</td>
<td>PAT-01235</td>
<td>PAT-01235-US-01</td>
<td>12/747324</td>
<td>Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved treatment and prophylaxis: mobilisation of stem cells</td>
<td>T10595</td>
<td>MMRI-29</td>
<td>PAT-01235</td>
<td>PAT-01235-EP-01</td>
<td>08858633.4</td>
<td>Allowed/accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved treatment and prophylaxis: mobilisation of stem cells</td>
<td>T10595</td>
<td>MMRI-29</td>
<td>PAT-01235</td>
<td>PAT-01235-CA-01</td>
<td>2746551</td>
<td>Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment and prophylaxis: chemoprotection</td>
<td>T10600</td>
<td>MMRI-32</td>
<td>PAT-01232</td>
<td>PAT-01232-AU-01</td>
<td>2008336249</td>
<td>Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment and prophylaxis: chemoprotection</td>
<td>T10600</td>
<td>MMRI-32</td>
<td>PAT-01232</td>
<td>PAT-01232-US-02</td>
<td>12/746894</td>
<td>Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patents administered by UniQuest Pty Limited</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatokine</td>
<td>T02257</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>PAT-02129</td>
<td>PAT-02129-US-01</td>
<td>62/003492</td>
<td>Application filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patents administered by MMRI Ltd</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilising agents and uses therefor</td>
<td>T02257</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>PAT-02108</td>
<td>PAT-02108-US-01</td>
<td>61/771373</td>
<td>Application filed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Mater’s statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014 Patient discharges</th>
<th>2014 Patient days</th>
<th>2014 Theatre patients</th>
<th>2014 Beds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mater Private Hospital Brisbane</td>
<td>31,177</td>
<td>96,623</td>
<td>21,294</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mater Private Hospital Redland</td>
<td>9,995</td>
<td>19,373</td>
<td>7,052</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mater Mothers’ Hospital</td>
<td>15,670</td>
<td>40,336</td>
<td>3,162</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane</td>
<td>9,577</td>
<td>32,192</td>
<td>2,011</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mater Children’s Hospital*</td>
<td>16,973</td>
<td>39,591</td>
<td>5,572</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mater Children’s Private Hospital</td>
<td>5,090</td>
<td>9,164</td>
<td>2,573</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mater Hospital Brisbane**</td>
<td>22,527</td>
<td>51,674</td>
<td>6,447</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>111,009</strong></td>
<td><strong>288,953</strong></td>
<td><strong>48,111</strong></td>
<td><strong>990</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* All Mater Children’s Hospital statistics are from 1 January 2014 to 29 November 2014.

** Mater Adult Hospital was renamed Mater Hospital Brisbane on 29 November 2014.

---

### Mater Foundation funding

- **Capital works** $61,359
- **Clinical programs and support** $490,976.31
- **Education** $161,155.13
- **Equipment** $1,080,632.06
- **Mission** $183,619.79
- **Research** $9,842,790.33

**TOTAL** $11,820,532.62
Emergency attendances
96 700

Births
10 281

Outpatient clinical
310 437

Diagnostic services
269 021

- Mater Hospital Brisbane Emergency: 37 199
- Mater Children’s Hospital Emergency: 41 870
- Mater Private Emergency Care Centre: 17 631

- Mater Mothers’ Hospital: 5 666
- Mater Mothers’ Private Brisbane: 4 271
- Mater Mothers’ Private Redland: 344

- Mater Mothers’ Hospital: 39 191
- Mater Children’s Hospital: 81 726
- Mater Hospital Brisbane: 148 104
Mater’s statistics

Mater Research revenue 2014

$23,167,441

Mater Research Expenditure 2014

$23,181,850

- Administration expenses: $3,735,264 (16%)
- Research support expenses: $8,575,325 (37%)
- Research and development expenses: $10,871,261 (47%)

- Other income: $2,180,708 (9%)
- Grant income: $7,418,873 (32%)
- Infrastructure funding: $4,575,448 (19%)
- Commercial funding: $132,412 (1%)

- Donations and bequests: $8,860,000 (38%)
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